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ABSTRACT 
 

Breast Cancer Quality of Care: Racial & Ethnic Disparities and the Role of Specialization 
 

by  
 

Brinda Venkatesh 
 

Doctor of Public Health 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Hector Rodriguez, Chair 
 

 

 

Despite significant advances that have been made in breast cancer diagnosis and treatment, 
a disproportionate burden of the disease continues to fall on women from minority groups. 
Studies suggest that differentials in the quality of breast cancer care in the treatment stage 
influence breast cancer disparities. Because treatment is defined by medical intervention, 
the health system plays a critical role in understanding breast cancer disparities and needs 
to be further examined. Moreover, studies examining such differentials have focused on 
aggregated racial data, which may be masking smaller ethnic groups that may be at higher 
risk. This dissertation attempts to clarify the health system contribution to breast cancer 
quality of care disparities and highlights the need to examine breast cancer quality of care 
disparities using disaggregated racial/ethnic data in order to help inform the design of 
more targeted quality improvement efforts.  
 
Paper #1 examines the relationship between designated specialty cancer centers and 
breast cancer quality of care. In cancer care delivery, there has been an emerging trend for 
cancer centers to obtain special designations from one or more of the following 
institutions: the National Cancer Institute (NCI), the National Comprehensive Cancer 
Network (NCCN), and the American College of Surgeon’ Commission on Cancer. These 
designations are markers for high quality cancer care, yet little is known about the actual 
effectiveness of the care they provide or the communities that they tend to serve.  
 
Paper #2 examines breast cancer quality of care differences between Asian women 
(aggregated and disaggregated) and non-Hispanic White women. Cancer disparities 
research often focus on examining communities in aggregate. Recently, more scholars are 
utilizing disaggregated ethnic data when assessing cancer disparities in order to 
acknowledge the diversity of these large communities. Little is known about breast cancer 
quality of care disparities among Asian American ethnic groups.  
 
Paper #3 examines the relative contribution of within hospital and between hospital effects 
on racial/ethnic disparities on the quality of breast cancer treatment. Existing literature 
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posits that there are two mechanisms at the health systems level that contribute to 
disparities in the quality of care received by minority groups. Some studies suggest that 
disparities are due to minorities receiving differential treatment within the same 
institution as White patients, while others propose that minorities tend to receive care 
from lower quality health care settings. Studies to date have not examined the ways in 
which the health system may be contributing to breast cancer quality of care disparities.  
 
Data from the California Cancer Registry (CCR) was used for the analyses. The study 
population consisted of women ages 20 years or older and who have had a first invasive 
primary breast cancer diagnosis between 2011-2014.  
 
This dissertation contributes to the existing literature on breast cancer disparities by 
clarifying the mechanism of the health system contribution to breast cancer disparities and 
uncovering disparities in disaggregated ethnic groups. Findings from this dissertation will 
provide important information for the development of quality improvement efforts in 
cancer care delivery.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Breast Cancer Disparities 

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among women in the United States 1. 
The American Cancer Society (2016) states that approximately 1 in 8 or 12% of American 
women will develop invasive breast cancer over the course of her lifetime. In 2017, an 
estimated 252,710 new cases of invasive breast cancer and 63,410 new cases of non-
invasive (in situ) breast cancer are expected to be diagnosed in women in this country 
(ACS, 2016). Breast cancer is also considered to be the most common type of cancer among 
all American women despite their race/ethnicity 2.  

Discoveries in science and technology have resulted in numerous breast cancer treatment 
advances, with more targeted therapies being developed and precision medicine gaining 
more momentum. As a result, breast cancer mortality trends have been decreasing over the 
past two decades (Figure 1). However, these advances have not impacted all communities 
equally and a disproportionate burden of cancer is concentrated in ethnic minority and 
medically underserved populations 3.  
 
African American women with breast cancer tend to experience a higher grade cancer, are 
diagnosed at a later stage, and experience worse survival outcomes even after controlling 
for stage of diagnosis 4. During the early 1980s, breast cancer death rates for white and 
African-American women were similar; yet over the next twenty years, the gap between 
death rates of African-American women and white women due to breast cancer greatly 
widened. As of 2010, African-American women had a 41 percent higher rate of breast 
cancer mortality than white women 1. Even after accounting for differences in income, past 
screening rates, and access to care, African-American women are diagnosed with more 
advanced breast cancers and have worse survival than white women. Moreover, African 
American women experience the lowest 5-year survival rates out of all racial and ethnic 
minority groups 4.  

Hispanic women also tend to be diagnosed with breast cancer at later stages and more 
advanced states 5. Mammography screening rates are lower for Hispanic women compared 
to other groups of women, which may be contributing to why they are diagnosed at later 
stages 4. Breast cancer is still the most common cancer and the leading cause of cancer-
related deaths among Hispanic/Latina women 2. Hispanic women with breast cancer also 
tend to experience lower survival rates 5.  

Asian women have historically presented with lower breast cancer incidence and mortality 
rates compared to other racial/ethnic groups. However, breast cancer incidence rates have 
steadily been increasing among certain Asian groups in the last decade 6.  Increasing 
incidence rates reinforce the need to enable access to high-quality, culturally appropriate 
cancer care for ethnic and racial minority women in order to achieve improved quality and 
outcomes of breast cancer care. 
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Ethnic minorities are predicted to be the majority group in the U.S. by the year 2050. 
Projections indicate that due to this growth and the aging of these communities, there will 
be an anticipated 99% increase in cancer incidence among ethnic minorities, compared to a 
31% increase for whites over the next 30 years 7. The vast disparity in projected cancer 
incidence indicates that racial and ethnic minorities are not benefitting from the numerous 
new screening and treatment advances currently available for cancer care. 

Disparities in Breast Cancer: Is it biology? 

Many researchers argue that evaluating trends in breast cancer mortality is not an accurate 
representation of what is truly taking place. Breast cancer is a highly heterogeneous type of 
cancer because a number of different breast cancer subtypes exist. Each subtype is usually 
distinct from one another based on specific protein markers that are found on the tumor. 
The presence or lack of presence of such markers are often how breast cancer subtypes are 
classified and how targeted therapies are developed. African-American women tend to 
present with more aggressive forms of breast cancer 8. For example, Black women are 
twice as likely to be diagnosed with triple-negative breast cancer than White women 9. 
Triple-negative breast cancer is a faster growing and more aggressive type of cancer. 
Targeted therapies are also not available for triple negative cancers, which make it more 
challenging to treat effectively. In addition, African-American women are also more likely 
to be diagnosed at later stages of breast cancer 10. Studies have shown that early diagnosis 
of breast cancer yields a greater chance for survivorship 11.  

Mortality rates are often calculated in aggregate, not taking into consideration the specific 
and unique breast cancer subtypes and the stage at diagnosis. As a result, some scholars 
argue that poorer survival rates among African-American women are therefore reflective 
of other factors such as limited primary care, lower socioeconomic status, or biological 
differences. However, a study conducted by Tao, Gomez, and colleagues used registry data 
to assess risk of death for African-American and non-Hispanic White women by breast 
cancer subtype. After controlling for relevant tumor and treatment characteristics, they 
found that African-American women had a higher risk of death than White women for 
specific breast cancer subtypes where early intervention and targeted therapies are 
available and have been known to yield positive results 12. These findings suggest that non-
biological factors are indeed present and that quality of care being received by women in 
both groups needs to be further studied.  

The Role of the Health Care Delivery System on Breast Cancer Quality 

In the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) report, Unequal Treatment, clinical appropriateness of 
care, patient preferences for care, and operation of the healthcare system were considered 
to be contributors to disparities between minority groups and non-Hispanic Whites 13. 
Given that medical intervention is essential for the diagnosis and treatment stages for 
cancer patients, the health system plays a critical role in the quality of care in cancer and its 
contribution to disparities needs to be clarified. Studies suggest that disparities in 
healthcare are the result of racism or bias in the healthcare setting 14,15. However, an alternative 

hypothesis that is posed in the literature involves examining where minority groups and lower 
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SES communities seek out and receive care 16. Recent studies suggest hospitals where minority 

groups tend to seek cancer treatment may be an important factor towards cancer outcomes 17–19. 

Minorities tend to seek care from healthcare settings that provide lower quality of care 20 and are 

associated with lower cancer survival 21. In order to examine the mechanism of the health 

system’s contribution to breast cancer disparities, future research must attempt to disentangle 

these two sources of disparities.  

Dissertation 

 

Recognizing that the treatment stage of the breast cancer care continuum may be contributing to 

breast cancer quality of care disparities, this dissertation focuses on quality measures specific to 

breast cancer care delivery. Specifically, this dissertation attempts to clarify the impact 

designated specialty cancer centers have on the quality of breast cancer care, highlight the need 

to examine breast cancer quality of care using disaggregated racial/ethnic data, and disentangles 

the extent to which women from minority groups receive care at lower-performing hospitals 

using multilevel analyses. Findings from this dissertation will help inform the design of targeted 

quality improvement initiatives in breast cancer care delivery in order to reduce disparities.   



 xi 
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Figure 1: Breast Cancer Mortality Rates in the U.S. from 1991-2011, National Cancer 
Institute 

 
 

Source: NCI. A Snapshot of Breast Cancer Retrieved Sept. 22, 2016 at: 
https://www.cancer.gov/research/progress/snapshots/breast 
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PAPER 1 

The Association of Hospital Specialization and Treatment Discontinuity with the 
Quality of Breast Cancer Care 

 

ABSTRACT 

Objective: To examine the extent to which breast cancer treatment at designated specialty 
hospitals and care site continuity across the diagnosis and treatment continuum are 
associated with timely guideline-concordant care. 
 
Data Source: Clinical data collected in the California Cancer Registry for all breast cancer 
patients in California diagnosed between 2011-2014.  
 
Study Design: A cross-sectional study of 58,351 patients diagnosed with a first invasive 
primary breast cancer, using hierarchical regression and logistic models to adjust for 
patient and hospital characteristics. Our main independent variable was measured as a 
four-level categorical variable indicating whether or not the patient was treated at a 
specialty designated hospital and and whether or not they experienced care site continuity. 
Timeliness was measured as time to care (continuous, days) and treatment delays of 90 
days or greater (binary). Guideline-concordance was measured as whether or not the 
patient’s treatment fully adhered to the relevant guidelines (binary). 
 
Principal Findings: Controlling for patient and hospital characteristics, experiencing care 
site discontinuity at both specialty and non-specialty hospitals was associated with longer 
time to care (Specialty: β = 9.46, 95% CI: 8.47, 10.45; Non-Specialty: β = 10.83, 95% CI: 
8.30, 13.36) and higher odds of treatment delays (Specialty: OR = 1.96, 95% CI: 1.76, 2.17; 
Non-Specialty: OR = 1.55, 95% CI: 1.23, 1.95) compared to those who had care site 
continuity at a specialty hospital. Experiencing care site continuity at a non-specialty 
hospital was associated with lower odds of treatment delays (OR = 0.80, 95% CI: 0.66, 0.97) 
compared to those who had care site continuity at a specialty hospital after controlling for 
patient and hospital characteristics. Experiencing care site discontinuity at a specialty 
hospital was associated with higher odds of guideline-concordant care (OR = 1.16, 95% CI: 
1.09, 1.24) compared to those who had care site continuity at a specialty hospital in the 
fully adjusted model. 
 
Conclusions: Access to designated specialty hospitals may improve the receipt of 
guideline-concordant breast cancer care, while minimizing discontinuity of care may 
improve timeliness of breast cancer treatment.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
Cancer care in the United States is highly complex. Driven by the fragmented nature of the 
healthcare system and the multimodal and multispecialty treatment strategies that often 
involve many specialists, cancer care often fails to meet the needs of patients 22,23. Breast 
cancer remains the second leading cause of cancer-related death among women in the U.S 
24. In 2001, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued a report outlining six quality aims that 
healthcare organizations should strive towards in order to improve the quality of 
healthcare delivery and meet the needs of their patients. Two of these aims include the 
timeliness of care and the adherence to evidence-based guidelines 25. Numerous studies 
have assessed the critical relationship between timely treatment in breast cancer and 
greater survival 26–29. Studies have shown that waiting as long as 90 days or more to receive 
treatment after a breast cancer diagnosis reduces a woman’s 5-year survival by 12% 30. In 
addition, the IOM’s recommendation for the systematic use of evidence-based guidelines in 
cancer care was the catalyst for the development of national breast cancer care guidelines, 
yet studies have shown that despite these standards, we still see significant variation in 
adherence to these guidelines in breast cancer care 31.  
 
A major trend in the provision of high quality cancer care is greater hospital specialization 
and co-location of cancer treatment and support services. Previous studies have examined 
specialization in a variety of different ways 32–35. Specialization in cancer care can also be 
defined as a healthcare organization that has obtained a specialty designation, such as from 
one or more of the following institutions: the National Cancer Institute (NCI), the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), and the American College of Surgeons’ 
Commission on Cancer (CoC). The impact of specialization on cancer care remains 
underexplored in the literature, yet a few recent studies have shown that access to 
designated specialty hospitals yields greater overall survival for a variety of cancer types 
36–38. One study has also shown that designated hospitals are associated with greater 
patient satisfaction among breast cancer patients 39. While designated specialty hospitals 
are reputational markers for high quality care, little is known about the extent to which 
designated specialty hospitals provide more timely and guideline-concordant breast cancer 
care compared to non-specialized hospitals. 
 
Moreover, discontinuity between diagnosis and treatment sites in cancer care has been 
shown to yield greater treatment delays that can severely impact long term survival 40. In a 
predominantly fee-for-service payment environment, there is little incentive to providers 
to communicate within and between health systems. Given shifting financial incentives 
stimulated by health reform, care coordination and providing continuous cancer treatment 
has grown to become an increasing focus in high quality cancer care 41. Discontinuous care 
can lead to limited information sharing, increased stress on the patients who must navigate 
organizational boundaries, and poorer patient-provider relationships, all of which are 
challenges of providing patient-centered care and highlight the complexity of cancer care 
today 42–46.  
 
The objective of this study was to examine the extent to which designated specialty care 
and care site continuity are associated with timeliness and guideline-concordance in breast 
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cancer care. Given the literature on specialty designation 37,47,48, we posited that breast 
cancer patients who were treated at designated specialty hospitals and experienced care 
site continuity will have more timely and guideline-concordant care compared to patients 
with breast cancer not treated at designated specialty hospitals and care site discontinuity.  
 
METHODS 
 
Data Source 
This cross-sectional study utilized clinical and administrative data from the California 
Cancer Registry (CCR), a program of the California Department of Public Health's Chronic 
Disease Surveillance and Research Branch (California Cancer Registry, 2017). The CCR is 
the state’s population-based cancer surveillance system and contains detailed information 
on cases diagnosed from 1988 onward. California Health and Safety Code, Section 103885, 
mandates that any health care facility and/or provider who has treated or diagnosed a 
cancer patient in the state of California must report the case to the Registry 49. CCR is a 
census of diagnostic, treatment, and demographic information and the data structure is 
multilevel, such that each report is nested within a cancer case, which in turn are nested 
within individuals (i.e., individuals can have multiple tumors over a lifetime) 50. The 
registries within the CCR are also a part of the National Cancer Institute Surveillance, 
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program. The data for this analysis included a 
consolidated dataset at the patient/tumor level, which were nested within hospitals.  
 
Study Population 
The study population included female patients ages 20 years and older in California who 
have been diagnosed with a first invasive primary breast cancer between 2011-2014. Due 
to more complex and unique treatment plans for patients with Stage IV breast cancer 
(n=4,085), we limited the sample to those who had Stage I, II, or III breast cancer. Tumor 
level records for patients meeting these eligibility criteria were drawn from the CCR. In 
addition, because the analysis is focused on treatment, we further refined our sample by 
including patients whose hospital on record was where all or some of their treatment was 
administered. The Commission on Cancer “class of case” definitions were used to make this 
distinction 50,51.  
 
Over the study time period (2011-2014), 81,046 patients with primary invasive breast 
tumors were reported to the CCR from 467 hospitals. After limiting our sample to patients 
meeting inclusion criteria, 74,383 patients across 442 hospitals in California remained. We 
then eliminated patients who did not meet specific eligibility criteria used to construct our 
outcome variables, leaving a full analytic sample of 58,351 patients. From the full sample, 
55,488 patients across 332 hospitals were eligible for the timeliness analysis and 50,618 
patients across 333 hospitals were eligible for the guideline-concordance analysis.  
 
Dependent Variables:  
Quality of breast cancer care was assessed using two outcome measures: 1) timeliness of 
breast cancer treatment and 2) guideline-concordant treatment. 
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Timeliness of breast cancer treatment was assessed in two different ways: time to care and 
treatment delay. Time to care is a continuous variable defined as the difference in days 
between the time of breast cancer diagnosis and the start of initial treatment. Time to care 
as the difference in the number of days has been similarly operationalized in other studies 
that have examined delays to treatment in breast cancer and other cancers 52–54. 
Furthermore, examining this outcome on the order of days may be more meaningful for the 
design of population-based interventions rather than individual clinical decisions. 
Treatment delay is a binary outcome that was constructed using 90 days or greater as the 
cutoff value for a patient experiencing a treatment delay. Studies have shown that breast 
cancer treatment delays of 3 months or more from the time of diagnosis can result in a 12% 
decrease in overall survival 30. 
 
Guideline-Concordant Treatment was a binary variable that indicated whether or not the 
individual received breast cancer treatment based on evidence-based guidelines (the 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology 55 and 
the American Society of Clinical Oncology Quality Oncology Practice Initiative 56,57. 
Following other research 5, patients were grouped into two specific subsets based on their 
individual age and tumor characteristics. The characteristics of these subsets were used to 
determine appropriate treatment options based on existing guidelines. Subset 1 included 
patients who had a stage I-III breast cancer diagnosis, had a tumor size less than or equal to 
5 cm, did not have a diagnosis of Paget disease or inflammatory carcinoma, were not 
diagnosed by mammography only, had a confirmed pathology, and did not have a diagnosis 
of bilateral tumors or a second primary breast tumor within 60 days. Guideline-concordant 
treatment for this subset was considered to be lumpectomy with full-course of radiation, 
mastectomy with radiation if there is known lymph node involvement, mastectomy with or 
without radiation if there is no known lymph node involvement 58. Subset 2 included 
patients who had a stage I-III breast cancer diagnosis, were younger than 70 years, had an 
estrogen receptor negative or progesterone receptor negative tumor, and had a tumor size 
greater than or equal to 1 cm. Guideline-concordant treatment for this subset was the 
receipt of chemotherapy 58. Patients were classified as having received guideline 
concordant care if the treatment fully adhered to the relevant guidelines. 
 
Main Independent Variables:  
Designated Specialty Hospital & Care Site Continuity Exposure is a four level categorical 
variable indicating whether or not the treatment hospital on record in the CCR is an 
institution with a specialty designation and whether or not the patient experienced care 
site continuity across the diagnosis and treatment stages of the cancer care continuum. The 
independent variable was constructed as a four-level variable in order to examine the dual 
impact of both care site continuity and treatment at a designated specialty hospital on 
timeliness and guideline-concordance of breast cancer care.  
 

Designated Specialty was defined as whether or not the hospital on record received 
a specialty designation from the NCI, NCCN, or CoC, at the time of each patient’s 
diagnosis. NCI centers are considered to be the most specialized institutions for 
cancer care and research in the U.S. and represent high-quality care for cancer 
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patients. This NCI specialty designation program was established in 1971 to foster 
regional centers of excellence in cancer research and clinical practice 59. The NCCN is 
a not-for-profit alliance of 26 leading cancer centers that focuses on patient care, 
research, and education and is dedicated to improving the quality, effectiveness, and 
efficiency of cancer care. In order to be eligible for NCCN, cancer centers must meet 
17 specific criteria. These entities are large comprehensive cancer centers that 
usually, though not always, are affiliated with academic institutions and provide 
both inpatient and outpatient services 60.  The CoC, which the American College of 
Surgeons (ACOS) originated, is an accreditation program that encourages facilities 
to provide high-quality cancer care through a variety of programs and activities 
across the entire cancer care continuum.  As of 2018, there were 1,207 CoC-
accredited programs in the U.S. These centers are committed to providing patient-
centered, multidisciplinary, high quality care 61.  

 
Care site continuity is based on whether or not diagnosis and treatment of breast 
cancer occurred at the same hospital.   

 
In order to construct the designated specialty hospital & care site continuity exposure 
variable, we identified whether or not the reporting hospital was a specialty hospital based 
on the above designations and whether or not the patient experienced care site continuity. 
This resulted in a four level categorical variable with the following levels: 1) specialty 
treatment hospital with care site continuity, 2) specialty treatment hospital with care site 
discontinuity, 3) non-specialty treatment hospital with care site continuity, and 4) non-
specialty treatment hospital with care site discontinuity. 
 
Two other specialization variables that were examined were breast cancer volume and 
breast cancer focus. Breast Cancer Volume was measured by aggregating the total number of 
breast cancer-specific cases that were treated at each hospital during the study period. 
Volume has served as a proxy for specialization in previous breast cancer care research 
33,62. Breast Cancer Focus was measured by calculating the percentage of total cancer cases 
treated at that hospital that are breast cancer cases over the study period. Specialization as 
a proportion of total cases has been used in previous studies that have examined physician-
level effects on breast cancer care 39.  
 
Covariates  
 
Patient Characteristics: 
We controlled for potential patient-level confounders of the hospital specialization and 
outcome relationships. Patient age at time of diagnosis and initial treatment is modeled as a 
continuous variable. Stage of diagnosis was a categorical variable that reflects the amount 
of cancer that is in the body at the time of diagnosis. The staging is determined by 
guidelines set forth by the American Joint Committee on Cancer 63. More effective treatment 
options are available for patients who are diagnosed at earlier stages. Grade at diagnosis 
was a categorical variable that reflects the extent of cell differentiation at the time of 
diagnosis. Histological grade in breast cancer has been shown to indicate useful prognostic 
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information regarding survival 64. Breast cancer subtype reflects the patient’s specific 
molecular type of breast cancer, which often dictates targeted treatment plans 65,66. 
Subtype categories include Luminal A, Luminal B, tripe negative, HER2 positive, and 
unknown. Race/Ethnicity was categorized as non-Hispanic White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, 
and Unknown. Race and ethnicity information from the CCR is derived from medical record 
data 51. Insurance status is based on the patient’s payer sources at the time of diagnosis and 
treatment and served as a proxy for patient’s socioeconomic status. The insurance 
categories include private insurance, Medicare, Medicaid, uninsured, and unknown. 
Distance was the measure of the distance in miles from the patient’s residence to the 
hospital facility where they received treatment. The greater circle distance method was 
used to calculate the distance in miles the latitude and longitude of the patients’ residence 
to reporting hospital. This variable served as a proxy for travel effort required to obtain 
treatment. Prior research suggests that travel effort poses as a barrier to treatment due to 
the inconvenience 67.  
 
Treatment Hospital Characteristics:  
We also controlled for potential hospital-level confounders of the hospital specialization 
and outcome relationship. Hospitals that serve a higher proportion of minority patients 
have been shown to have higher rates of mortality and poorer quality than non-minority-
serving hospitals 68,69. To control for this, the percentage of Black cancer patients, the 
percentage of Hispanic cancer patients, and the percentage of Asian cancer patients that a 
hospital treats were each calculated as a percentage of the total patient population over the 
period of interest using the full CCR data. Likewise, hospitals that serve a higher proportion 
of lower socioeconomic status patients are also faced with challenges in providing high 
quality breast cancer care 70. The percentage of cancer patients with Medicaid and the 
percentage of uninsured patients that a hospital treats were also calculated as a percentage 
of the total patient population over the period of interest using the full CCR data.   
 
Statistical Analyses  
 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) models and chi-squared tests were used to compare patient 
and hospital characteristics across the four designated specialty hospital & care site 
continuity exposure levels. Because the data are hierarchical (patients nested in hospitals), 
multilevel mixed models were used for all regression analyses. In order to assess how the 
inclusion of covariates impact the main independent variables, three nested regression 
models were sequentially built. Model 1 examined the relationship between the four level 
designated specialty hospital & care site continuity exposure variable and each outcome, 
controlling for breast cancer volume and breast cancer focus. Model 2 added all of the 
individual level covariates. These included age, grade of breast cancer, stage of breast 
cancer, breast cancer subtype, individual’s race, individual’s insurance type, and the 
distance between residence and reporting hospital. The final model added hospital level 
characteristics, which included the percentage of breast cancer cases seen at the hospital, 
the percentage of Medicaid patients treated at hospital, the percentage of uninsured 
patients treated at the model, the percentage of Black patients treated at the hospital, the 
percentage of Hispanic patients treated at the hospital, and the percentage of Asian 
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patients treated at the hospital.  
 
RESULTS 
 
All patient and hospital characteristics varied significantly by designated specialty hospital 
& care site continuity exposure levels (Table 1 & Table 2). Patients who experienced care 
site discontinuity were younger on average than patients who experienced care site 
continuity (58.82 (specialty, discontinuous) and 59.70 (no-specialty, discontinuous) years 
vs. 60.93 (specialty, continuous) and 60.42 (non-specialty, continuous) years). Patients 
who experienced care site discontinuity were diagnosed at more advanced stages than 
patients who experienced care site continuity (Stage I: 49.53% and 48.91% vs 52.73% and 
52.65%, Stage II: 37.70% and 37.76% vs. 35.72% and 35.77%, Stage III: 12.77% and 
13.33% vs. 11.55% and 11.58%). Minority patients comprised a larger proportion of the 
total patient population in non-specialty hospitals vs. specialty hospitals for both care site 
continuity (Black: 8.89% vs. 5.39%, Hispanic: 21.96% vs. 18.58%, and Asian: 14.64% vs. 
13.87%) and care site discontinuity (Black: 5.90% vs. 4.45%, Hispanic: 26.35% vs. 21.12%, 
and Asian: 14.29% vs. 13.75%). Specialty hospitals with care site continuity had a higher 
mean volume of breast cancer cases than other hospital types (575.99 cases (specialty, 
continuous) vs. 500.72 (specialty, discontinuous), 518.54 (non-specialty, continuous), and 
187.53 (non-specialty, discontinuous) cases). Non-specialty hospitals with care site 
discontinuity had a higher mean percentage of Medicaid patients than other hospital types 
(29.68% (non-specialty, discontinuous) vs. 19.85% (specialty, continuous), 21.36% 
(specialty, discontinuous), and 10.94% (non-specialty, continuous)).  
 
Table 3 presents the results of the analysis for time to care. Patients who experienced care 
site discontinuity, regardless of specialty status of their treatment hospital, were found to 
be significantly associated with longer time to care.  Patients who were treated at a 
specialty hospital with care site discontinuity received treatment 9.46 days (95% CI: 8.47, 
10.45) longer than patients who were treated at a specialty hospital with care site 
continuity in the fully adjusted model. Similarly, patients who were treated at a non-
specialty hospital with care site discontinuity received treatment 10.83 days (95% CI: 8.30, 
13.36) longer than patients who were treated at a specialty hospital with care site 
continuity in the fully adjusted model. Treatment at a non-specialty hospital with care site 
continuity, breast cancer volume, and breast cancer focus were not significantly associated 
with time to care in all three models.  
 
Other covariates that were significantly associated with time to care include race and 
insurance status. Black patients (β = 5.75; 95% CI: 4.43, 7.07), Hispanic patients (β = 2.44; 
95% CI: 1.58, 3.30), and patients with unknown race (β = 3.96; 95% CI: 0.96, 6.96) all 
experienced significantly longer time to care compared to non-Hispanic White patients in 
the fully adjusted model. Medicaid patients (β = 5.71; 95% CI: 4.69, 6.73) also experienced 
significantly longer time to care compared to patients with private insurance in the fully 
adjusted model.  
 
Table 4 presents the results of the multilevel logistic regression analyses for our breast 
cancer treatment delay outcome (90 days or more from time of diagnosis). Patients who 
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experienced care site discontinuity, regardless of specialty status of their treatment 
hospital, were significantly more likely to have treatment delays.  Both patients who were 
treated at a specialty hospital with care site discontinuity (OR: 1.96, 95% CI: 1.76, 2.17) and 
patients who were treated at a non-specialty hospital with care site discontinuity (OR: 1.55, 
95% CI: 1.23, 1.95) had a higher odds of treatment delays compared to patients who were 
treated at a specialty hospital with care site continuity, after adjusting for individual and 
hospital level characteristics. Patients who were treated at a non-specialty hospital with 
care site continuity (OR: 0.80, 95% CI: 0.66, 0.97) had a significantly lower odds of 
treatment delays compared to patients who were treated at a specialty hospital with care 
site continuity in the fully adjusted model. Breast cancer volume and breast cancer focus 
were not significantly associated with treatment delays.  
 
Other covariates that were significantly associated with treatment delays include breast 
cancer stage at diagnosis, race, insurance status, and proportion of Hispanic patients and 
Medicaid patients seen at a hospital. Patients who were diagnosed at Stage II (OR: 1.33; 95% 
CI: 1.22, 1.45) and Stage III (OR: 1.74; 95% CI: 1.56, 1.94) had significantly higher odds of 
treatment delays of 90 days or greater compared to patients diagnosed at Stage I. Black 
patients (OR: 1.58; 95% CI: 1.37, 1.82), Hispanic patients (OR: 1.25; 95% CI: 1.13, 1.38), and 
Asian patients (OR: 1.18; 95% CI: 1.04, 1.33) all experienced significantly higher odds of 
experiencing 90 days or greater treatment delays compared to non-Hispanic White 
patients. Medicaid (OR: 1.52; 95% CI: 1.37, 1.68) and uninsured patients (OR: 1.41. 95% CI: 
1.01, 1.97) also had significantly higher odds of treatment delays of 90 days or greater 
compared to patients with private insurance. The percentage of Hispanic patients (OR: 
1.01, 95% CI: 1.00, 1.02) and the percentage of Medicaid patients (OR: 1.01, 95% CI: 1.00, 
1.02) seen at a hospital were also associated with significantly higher odds of treatment 
delays.  
 
Table 5 presents the results of the multilevel logistic regression analysis for guideline 
concordant treatment. Patients who were treated at a specialty hospital with care site 
discontinuity (OR: 1.16, 95% CI: 1.09, 1.24) had a higher odds of receiving guideline-
concordant breast cancer treatment compared to patients who were treated at a specialty 
hospital with care site continuity after adjusting for individual and hospital level 
characteristics. Patients who were treated at a non-specialty hospital with both care site 
continuity and discontinuity were not significantly associated with receiving guideline-
concordant breast cancer treatment. Breast cancer volume (OR: 1.00, 95% CI: 1.0003, 
1.0010) was significantly associated with higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant 
breast cancer treatment, while breast cancer focus (OR: 0.99, 95% CI: 0.9786, 0.9962) was 
significantly associated with lower odds of receiving guideline-concordant breast cancer 
treatment.  
 
Other covariates that were significantly associated with guideline concordance include 
breast cancer stage at diagnosis, race, insurance status, distance from hospital, and 
proportion of Hispanic patients seen at a hospital. Patients who were diagnosed at Stage II 
(OR: 0.48; 95% CI: 0.46, 0.50) and Stage III (OR: 0.35. 95% CI: 0.32, 0.38) had significantly 
lower odds of receiving guideline-concordant care compared to patients diagnosed at Stage 
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I. Black patients (OR: 0.90, 95% CI:  0.81, 0.98) and patients with unknown race (OR: 0.79, 
95% CI:  0.65, 0.97) had significantly lower odds of receiving guideline-concordant care 
compared to non-Hispanic White patients. Asian patients (OR: 1.12; 95% CI: 1.05, 1.20) had 
significantly higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant care compared to non-Hispanic 
White patients. Medicaid patients (OR: 0.90, 95% CI:  0.84, 0.96) and uninsured patients (OR: 
0.65, 95% CI:  0.51, 0.83) also had significantly lower odds of receiving guideline-
concordant care compared to patients with private insurance. Distance from the hospital 
(OR: 1.00; 95% CI: 1.00, 1.00) was associated with higher odds of receiving guideline-
concordant care. The percentage of Hispanic patients (OR: 0.99, 95% CI: 0.99, 1.00) seen at 
a hospital was associated with significantly lower odds of receiving guideline-concordant 
care. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This study assessing the relationship between specialization and care site continuity on the 
timeliness and guideline-concordance of breast cancer care yields several important 
findings. First, to our knowledge this study is the first to highlight the association of 
designated hospital specialization and care site continuity on timely and guideline-
concordant breast cancer care. Study findings suggest that regardless of hospital 
specialization status, care site discontinuity between diagnosis and treatment phases of 
care resulted in longer time to care and higher odds of experiencing treatment delays of 90 
days or greater even after adjusting for patient- and hospital-level factors, including breast 
cancer volume and breast cancer focus. This finding is consistent with a previous study that 
has evaluated the impact of hospital care transitions on treatment delays in other cancers 
40. Our study suggests that care site discontinuity in breast cancer care prohibits patients 
from receiving timely care between the diagnosis and treatment phases, which has been 
previously shown to be instrumental in determining long-term survival 26,71. If diagnosis 
and treatment are administered at different sites, clinicians and institutions should 
consider ways of ensuring streamlined communications across facilities, such as 
developing stronger mechanisms to share medical record information to optimize 
transition in care. Primary care physicians and nurses responsible for patient care 
management may also help facilitate timely treatment by participating in a team-based 
approach to cancer care, which has shown to improve time to care for cancer patients 72, by 
forming teams with cancer care providers when not physically located in the same location. 
There may also be other patient-level and systems-level reasons for treatment delays, 
including fear, lack of understanding of diagnosis and next steps, poor information sharing 
between clinicians, and the need to build trust between the patient and a new 
physician/medical team 42,45,46. Additional research is necessary to identify the reasons 
contributing to the 90 days or greater delay seen in this population. 
 
Second, while our study showed that regardless of hospital specialization status, care site 
discontinuity between diagnosis and treatment stages of care resulted in higher odds of 
experiencing treatment delays of 90 days or greater, the effect size was larger for 
designated specialty hospitals with care site discontinuity. Moreover, among patients who 
experienced care site continuity, our study found that patients who were treated at a non-
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specialty hospital and had care site continuity between diagnosis and treatment phases of 
care had lower odds of experiencing treatment delays 90 days or greater compared to 
patients who were treated at designated specialty hospitals and had care site continuity. A 
possible explanation for these findings could be high case loads that result in longer wait 
times at designated specialty hospitals 73, and/or more complex cases seen at the specialty 
hospitals. Breast cancer patients who play a more active role in choosing their surgeon are 
more likely to choose a doctor from a designated specialty hospital, while patients who are 
reliant upon health plan referrals for their care are less likely to receive care from doctors 
at a designated specialty hospital 74. Therefore, the treatment delay seen at specialty 
hospitals may be due to a higher volume of patients that are choosing to receive their 
breast cancer care at such facilities, which may result in longer wait times due to the higher 
demand. While we adjusted for hospital breast cancer volume, we did not include total 
cancer volume, where the demand for care for other cancer cases could be contributing to 
longer wait times, nor did we have information regarding number of hospital physicians 
and staff that could potentially impact longer wait times and delays.  
 
Third, patients who were treated at designated specialty hospitals and had care site 
discontinuity had a higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant breast cancer treatment 
than patients who were treated at designated specialty hospitals and had care site 
continuity. Our study therefore suggests that while patients who experienced care site 
discontinuity and who were treated at designated specialty hospitals were more likely to 
experience breast cancer treatment delays, they were also more likely to receive guideline-
concordant care. Care site discontinuity could reflect fragmentation of the health system or 
purposeful use of institution selections. If the latter, then care site discontinuity could also 
explain the exacerbated treatment delays seen in this group of patients. It may be that the 
delay is due to changing care arrangements to seek guideline-concordant or possibly 
specialized care, obtaining second opinions, and/or obtaining genetic panel tests. This 
highlights the tension and potential tradeoffs between receiving timely and guideline-
concordant breast cancer care. Additional research is necessary to disentangle the specific 
drivers involved in the relationship between these two dimensions of quality in breast 
cancer care.    
 
Our goal was to focus on specialization as it is defined as the designations given to hospitals 
by the NCI, NCCN, and ACOS, however there is no gold standard for the definition of 
specialization. The ways in which specialization is measured have varied in the literature 
32–35. Hospital volume is most often used as a proxy for specialization 62,75–77, while other 
studies have also defined specialization as the proportion of their practice devoted to 
breast cancer 39. In order examine the specific impact that specialty designation has on our 
outcomes of interest, we controlled for both breast cancer volume and the proportion of 
cases that are breast cancer-specific in our analyses.  Both breast cancer volume and breast 
cancer focus did not have a significant association with timeliness of breast cancer care in 
the fully adjusted models. Breast cancer volume did have higher odds of guideline-
concordant treatment, while breast cancer focus had lower odds guideline-concordant 
treatment. Our results for both breast cancer volume and breast cancer indicated statistical 
significance, however both odds ratios were a small fraction above and below 1.0, 
respectively. Our findings reinforce that designated specialty hospitals are necessary for 
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guideline-concordant breast cancer care and are similar to other studies that have assessed 
adherence to standard protocols at designated hospitals in other cancers 37,78. This study is 
the first study to assess guideline-concordance for breast cancer at specialty centers 
utilizing all three major specialty cancer designations (NCI, NCCN, and ACOS).  

Other covariates in our statistical models were also found to be associated with treatment 
delays and guideline-concordance. Among them, Black and Hispanic patients were more 
likely to experience a treatment delay of 90 days or more from time of diagnosis compared 
to non-Hispanic White patients, which is consistent with the literature 79,80. Black patients 
were also less likely to receive guideline-concordant care, which is also consistent with 
previous studies 5. To our knowledge, there is limited research on Asian patients and 
treatment delays and our study found that Asian patients were more likely to receive care 
90 days or after from the time of diagnosis. We also found that patients with an advanced 
stage at diagnosis (Stage II and III) were shown to have a greater odds of receiving care 90 
days or greater from time of diagnosis compared patients diagnosed at Stage I, which is 
alarming given that stage of diagnosis is a predictor for overall survival 81.   

Our study was also the first to assess the relationship between distance from hospital and 
specific hospital-level factors with breast cancer quality of care. Distance was used as a 
proxy for travel effort required to obtain treatment, which prior research suggests that 
travel effort poses as a barrier to treatment due to the inconvenience 67 and the potential 
impact it may have on quality of life and access to social support networks. Our findings 
indicate that greater distance between patient address and reporting hospital is 
significantly associated with increased odds of guideline-concordant care in this 
population. In addition, hospital level factors that include percentage of Medicaid patients 
and percentage of Hispanic patients were associated with treatment delays and percentage 
of Hispanic patients was also associated with lower odds of guideline-concordant breast 
cancer care. These findings suggest that hospitals that treat a higher proportion of Hispanic 
patients and patients with Medicaid may need additional resources to ensure that timely 
and guideline-concordant breast cancer treatment is administered.  

Our study findings should be acknowledged with some limitations. The CCR data were 
consolidated “tumor-level” data and we did not have unique institutional records available 
to assess specific components of care. While we restricted our analyses to those patients 
whose reporting hospital was where some or all of treatment was administered, we 
acknowledge that this may not capture the full scope of the patients’ treatment plan. In 
addition, care site continuity was based on whether or not treatment and diagnosis 
occurred at the same site. We recognize that this definition of continuous care does not 
reflect the full spectrum of the complexity of breast cancer care and that multiple providers 
are often involved in both of these stages of the cancer care continuum. Due to the lack of 
unique institutional records, we were not able to capture these additional details. 
Additionally, our study assessed quality of care metrics and did not examine our patient 
population’s long-term survival.  Future research should examine the relationship between 
hospital specialization and care site continuity and long-term survival in this population. 
Measurement limitations for our covariates should also be acknowledged. Race and 
ethnicity was based on the patients’ medical record submitted to the CCR and may not 
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reflect how the patients personally identify. Distance was also calculated based on 
longitude and latitude points and may not accurately indicate driving distance.  

In conclusion, access to designated specialty hospitals and experiencing discontinuity of 
care impacts the quality of breast cancer treatment. We found that regardless of hospital 
specialty status, discontinuity in care between diagnosis and treatment phases resulted in 
longer time to care and higher odds of treatment delays of 90 days or greater, which 
previous have studies have shown is associated with poorer survival. We also found that 
when examining treatment delays among patients with care site continuity, patients 
treated at non-specialty hospitals were less likely to experience treatment delays of 90 
days or greater than patients treated at designated specialty hospitals. We also found that 
treatment at designated specialty hospitals is significantly associated with guideline-
concordant breast cancer treatment. Additional research is necessary to understand what 
the specific drivers are in specialty care that contribute to treatment delays and guideline-
concordance (e.g. use of patient navigators, multidisciplinary teams, communication and 
coordination systems, etc.) and to clarify the organizational processes by which hospital 
specialization impacts patient-centered breast cancer care. 
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Table 1.1: Demographic and Clinical Characteristics for Breast Cancer Patients Diagnosed 2011-2014 by Designated 
Specialty Hospital & Care Site Continuity Exposure, California Cancer Registry 

  
TOTAL 

 

Specialty 
Hospital with 

Care Site 
Continuity  

Specialty 
Hospital with 

Care Site 
Discontinuity 

Non-Specialty 
Hospital with 

Care Site 
Continuity 

Non-Specialty 
Hospital with 

Care Site 
Discontinuity 

 N 58,351 22,698 10,469 21,643 3,541 

      

Time to Care, Mean (St. Dev) 38.33 (38.06) 38.75 (36.96) 46.07 (44.62) 33.32 (33.89) 46.57 (45.42)*** 

Treatment Delay 3,151 (5.68%) 1,238 (5.58%) 875 (9.24%) 751 (3.57%) 287 (10.31%)*** 

Guideline-Concordance 
36,915 

(72.93%) 
14,101 

(72.36%) 6,847 (74.91%) 
13,930 

(74.21%) 
2,037 

(63.26%)*** 

      

Age, Mean (St. Dev) 60.29 (13.41) 60.93 (13.68) 58.82 (13.41) 60.42 (13.06) 59.70 (13.41)*** 

Stage      

Stage I 
30,280 

(51.89%) 
11,969 

(52.73%) 5,185 (49.53%) 
11,394 

(52.65%) 
1,732 

(48.91%)*** 

Stage II 
21,134 

(36.22%) 8,108 (35.72%) 3,947 (37.70%) 7,742 (35.77%) 
1,337 (37.76%) 

Stage III 6,937 (11.89%) 2,621 (11.55%) 1,337 (12.77%) 2,507 (11.58%) 472 (13.33%) 

       

Grade      

Grade I 
13,615 

(23.33%) 5,555 (24.47%) 2,150 (20.54%) 5,205 (24.05%) 
705 (19.91%)*** 

Grade II 
24,845 

(42.58%) 9,600 (42.29%) 4,509 (43.07%) 9,260 (42.79%) 
1,476 (41.68%) 

Grade III & IV 
17,964 

(30.79%) 6,806 (29.99%) 3,417 (32.64%) 6,538 (30.21%) 
1,203 (33.97%) 

Unknown 1,927 (3.30%) 737 (3.25%) 393 (3.75%) 640 (2.96%) 157 (4.43%) 
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Subtype      

Luminal A 
40,721 

(69.79%) 
16,431 

(72.39%) 7,114 (67.95%) 
15,065 

(69.61%) 
2,111 

(59.62%)*** 

Luminal B 5,655 (9.69%) 2,189 (9.64%) 1,080 (10.32%) 2,052 (9.48%) 334 (9.43%) 

Triple-Negative 5,881 (10.08%) 2,132 (9.39%) 1,090 (10.41%) 2,291 (10.59%) 368 (10.39%) 

HER2+ 2,419 (4.15%) 880 (3.88%) 467 (4.46%) 938 (4.33%) 134 (3.78%) 

Unknown  3,675 (6.30%) 1,066 (4.70%) 718 (6.86%) 1,297 (5.99%) 594 (16.77%) 

       

Race      

NH White 
33,541 

(57.48%) 
13,902 

(61.25%) 6,222 (59.43%) 
11,563 

(53.43%) 
1,854 

(52.36%)*** 

NH Black 3,824 (6.55%) 1,224 (5.39%) 466 (4.45%) 1,925 (8.89%) 209 (5.90%) 

Hispanic 
12,114 

(20.76%) 4,217 (18.58%) 2,211 (21.12%) 4,753 (21.96%) 
933 (26.35%) 

Asian 8,262 (14.16%) 3,149 (13.87%) 1,439 (13.75%) 3,168 (14.64%) 506 (14.29%) 

Other/Unknown 610 (1.05%) 206 (0.91%) 131 (1.25%) 234 (1.08%) 39 (1.10%) 

       

Insurance Type      

Private 
34,195 

(58.60%) 
12,439 

(54.80%) 5,361 (51.21%) 
14,806 

(68.41%) 
1,589 

(44.87%)*** 

Medicare 
12,723 

(21.80%) 5,583 (24.60%) 2,333 (22.28%) 4,097 (18.93%) 
710 (20.05%) 

Medicaid/Public Insurance 
10,071 

(17.26%) 4,181 (18.42%) 2,426 (23.17%) 2,362 (10.91%) 
1,102 (31.12%) 

Uninsured 447 (0.77%) 233 (1.03%) 80 (0.76%) 116 (0.54%) 18 (0.51%) 

Unknown 915 (1.57%) 262 (1.15%) 269 (2.57%) 262 (1.21%) 122 (3.45%) 

      

Distance Traveled, Mean (St. 
Dev) 11.02 (19.37) 9.35 (17.20) 15.65 (28.39) 10.50 (16.15) 11.20 (15.08)*** 

Notes: Testing overall differences between three levels of hospital specialty exposure; results reported as counts with percents in parentheses 
unless otherwise noted; percents reflect column percents; *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001 
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Table 1.2: Hospital Characteristics for Breast Cancer Patients Diagnosed 2011-2014 by 
Designated Specialty Hospital & Care Site Continuity Exposure, California Cancer Registry 

Mean (SD) 
TOTAL 

(N= 58,351) 

Specialty 
Hospital 

with Care 
Site 

Continuity 
(N= 22,698) 

Specialty 
Hospital 

with Care 
Site Dis-

continuity 
(N=10,469) 

Non-
Specialty 
Hospital 

with Care 
Site 

Continuity 
(N=21,643) 

Non-
Specialty 
Hospital 

with Care 
Site Dis-

continuity 
(N=3,541) 

Breast Cancer 
Volume 

517.60 
(341.07) 

575.99 
(333.38) 

500.72 
(300.97) 

518.54 
(355.25) 

187.53*** 
(183.67) 

Breast Cancer Focus 21.22 (7.37) 21.48 (6.80) 20.26 (7.26) 20.99 (6.36) 
23.84*** 
(13.63) 

Percent Medicaid 
cases 

17.41 
(17.49) 

19.85 
(15.72) 

21.36 
(12.09) 

10.94 
(18.84) 

29.68*** 
(19.15) 

Percent Uninsured 
cases 1.51 (3.28) 2.08 (4.16) 1.56 (2.40) 0.91 (2.65) 

1.37*** 
(1.57) 

Percent Black 
patients 6.60 (7.68) 5.55 (5.37) 4.63 (3.72) 8.66 (10.07) 

6.62*** 
(9.04) 

Percent Hispanic 
patients 

19.70 
(13.51) 

18.84 
(14.01) 

19.57 
(11.28) 

20.04 
(13.50) 

23.53*** 
(15.47) 

Percent Asian 
patients 11.49 (9.94) 11.75 (8.28) 10.65 (7.95) 

11.49 
(10.22) 

12.40*** 
(18.93) 

Notes: Testing overall differences between specialty and non-specialty treatment centers; results reported as 
means with standard deviations in parentheses; Volume was measured as the total number of breast cancer-
specific cases for each hospital during the study period and was calculated using CCR data. All other variables 
were measured as a percentage of the total cancer cases during the study period and were calculated using 
CCR data; *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001  
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Table 1.3: The Association (95% Confidence Intervals) Between Designated Specialty 
Hospital & Care Site Continuity Exposure and Days to Initiation of Breast Cancer Treatment 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

 β(95% CI) β(95% CI) β(95% CI) 

Specialty & Continuity (reference)    

Specialty & Discontinuity 
9.72  

(8.73, 10.71)*** 
9.43  

(8.44, 10.42)*** 
9.46  

(8.47, 10.45)*** 

Non-Specialty & Continuity 
-0.46  

(-2.44, 1.52) 
-0.50  

(-2.45, 1.45) 
-0.71  

(-2.64, 1.22) 

Non-Specialty & Discontinuity 
11.31  

(8.73, 13.89)*** 
11.02  

(8.47, 13.57)*** 
10.83  

(8.30, 13.36)*** 

     
Breast Cancer Volume (number of 

cases) 
0.001  

(-0.006, 0 .008) 
0.003  

(-0.004, 0.009) 
0.006  

(-0.0003, 0.012) 

Breast Cancer Focus (percentage) 
-0.08  

(-0.27, 0.11) 
-0.06  

(-0.24, 0.12) 
-0.01  

(-0.18, 0.16) 

    

Age (years)  

-0.0427  
(-0.07, -0.02)** 

-0.042  
(-0.07, -0.01)** 

    
Stage    

Stage I (reference)    

Stage II  

1.49  
(0.81, 2.17)*** 

1.48  
(0.80, 2.16)*** 

Stage III  

2.03 (1.03, 
3.04)*** 

2.02 (1.02, 
3.02)*** 

    
Grade    

Grade I (reference)    

Grade II  

-1.03  
(-1.83, -0.23)** 

-1.04  
(-1.84, -0.24)** 

Grade III & IV  

-2.34  
(-3.30, -1.37)*** 

-2.35 
 (-3.31, -1.38)*** 

Grade Unknown  

-3.07 
(-4.95, -1.18)*** 

-3.07  
(-4.96, -1.19)*** 

    
Subtype    

Luminal A - HR+/HER2- (reference)    

Luminal B (HR+/HER+)  0.08 (-0.99, 1.14) 0.09 (-0.98, 1.15) 

Triple Negative  

-2.36 (-3.48, -
1.25)*** 

-2.37 (-3.48, -
1.26)*** 

HR-/HER2+  -0.53 (-2.11, 1.04) -0.54  
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(-2.12, 1.03) 

Unknown  -1.21 (-2.61, 0.18) -1.26 (-2.65, 0.13) 

    

Race    

NH White (reference)    

Black  
5.91 (4.59, 
7.23)*** 

5.75 (4.43, 
7.07)*** 

Hispanic  
2.56 (1.70, 
3.42)*** 

2.44 (1.58, 
3.30)*** 

Asian  0.59 (-0.37, 1.55) 0.58 (-0.38, 1.55) 

Unknown  3.94 (0.94, 6.94) 
3.96 (0.96, 

6.96)** 

    

Insurance Type    

Private Insurance (reference)    

No insurance  1.63 (-2.01, 5.27) 1.31 (-2.33, 4.95) 

Medicare  -0.27 (-1.19, 0.65) -0.30 (-1.22, 0.63) 

Medicaid  
5.95 (4.94, 
6.97)*** 

5.71 (4.69, 
6.73)*** 

Unknown  -0.89 (-3.54, 1.76) -0.93 (-3.58, 1.72) 

    

Distance (miles)  
-0.002  

(-0.018, 0.014) 
-0.002  

(-0.018, 0.014) 

    

Hospital Characteristics    

Percent Medicaid Patients   0.08 (-0.03, 0.19) 

Percent Uninsured Patients   0.56* (0.05, 1.07) 

Percent Black patients   0.18 (-0.01, 0.36) 

Percent Hispanic patients   0.11 (-0.01, 0.23) 

Percent Asian patients   -0.08 (-0.21, 0.05) 
Notes: *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001; All values rounded to the nearest hundredths place unless rounded value 
was 1.00; Model 1 controls for total breast cancer cases at treatment hospital and proportion of total cancer 
cases at treatment hospital that are breast cancer-related; Model 2 includes Model 1 and introduces age, stage 
at diagnosis, grade at diagnosis, breast cancer subtype, race, insurance type, and distance traveled to hospital; 
Model 3 includes Model 2 and introduces hospital level characteristics (percentage of Medicaid patients seen 
at hospital and percentage of uninsured patients seen at hospital, percentage of Black patients seen at 
hospital, percentage of Hispanic patients seen at hospital, and percentage of Asian patients seen at hospital) 
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Table 1.4: Odds Ratios (95% Confidence Intervals) from Multilevel Logistics Regression 
Examining the Relationship between Designated Specialty Hospital & Care Site Continuity 
Exposure and Breast Cancer Treatment Delays of 90 days or greater  

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

 OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) 

Specialty & Continuity (reference)    

Specialty & Discontinuity 
2.04 (1.83, 
2.26)*** 

1.95 (1.75, 
2.17)*** 

1.96 (1.76, 
2.17)*** 

Non-Specialty & Continuity 0.85 (0.69, 1.05) 0.82 (0.67, 1.00)* 0.80 (0.66, 0.97)* 

Non-Specialty & Discontinuity 
1.66 (1.29, 
2.13)*** 

1.57 (1.24, 
1.99)*** 

1.55 (1.23, 
1.95)*** 

    

Breast Cancer Volume 
1.00 (0.9988    
0.9996)*** 

1.00 (0.9990    
0.9998)*** 

1.00 (0.9993    
1.0000) 

Breast Cancer Focus 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.99 (0.98, 1.01) 1.00 (0.99, 1.01) 

    

Age (years)  
0.99 (0.9909, 
0.9975)*** 

0.99 (0.9911, 
0.9977)*** 

    

Stage    

Stage I (reference)    

Stage II  
1.34  

(1.23, 1.46)*** 
1.33  

(1.22, 1.45)*** 

Stage III  
1.75  

(1.56, 1.95)*** 
1.74 

 (1.56, 1.94)*** 

    

Grade    

Grade I (reference)    

Grade II  
0.86 (0.78, 

0.96)** 
0.86 (0.78, 

0.96)** 

Grade III & IV  
0.82 (0.73, 
0.92)*** 

0.82 (0.73, 
0.92)*** 

Grade Unknown  1.06 (0.86, 1.30) 1.06 (0.86, 1.30) 

    

Subtype    

Luminal A - HR+/HER2- (reference)    

Luminal B (HR+/HER+)  1.04 (.92, 1.18) 1.04 (0.92, 1.18) 

Triple Negative  0.89 (0.77, 1.02) 0.89 (0.77, 1.02) 

HR-/HER2+  1.12 (0.94, 1.34) 1.12 (0.94, 1.34) 

Unknown  
1.20 (1.04, 

1.40)** 1.20 (1.03, 1.39)* 
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Race    

NH White (reference)    

Black  
1.64 (1.42, 
1.89)*** 

1.58 (1.37, 
1.82)*** 

Hispanic  
1.30 (1.17, 
1.43)*** 

1.25 (1.13, 
1.38)*** 

Asian  
1.19 (1.06, 

1.34)** 
1.18 (1.04, 

1.33)** 

Unknown  1.22 (0.85, 1.74) 1.23 (0.86, 1.75) 

    

Insurance Type    

Private Insurance (reference)    

No Insurance  1.51 (1.08, 2.10)* 
1.41  

(1.01, 1.97)** 

Medicare  0.98 (0.87, 1.11) 0.98 (0.86, 1.10) 

Medicaid  
1.61  

(1.45, 1.78)*** 
1.52  

(1.37, 1.68)*** 

Unknown  0.85 (0.60, 1.21) 0.84 (0.59, 1.19) 

    

Distance (miles)  
1.00 (0.998, 

1.002) 
1.00 (0.998, 

1.002) 

    

Hospital Characteristics    

Percent Medicaid Patients   
1.01 (1.0031, 

1.0165)** 

Percent Uninsured Patients   1.01 (0.98, 1.04) 

Percent Black patients   1.01 (1.00, 1.02) 

Percent Hispanic patients   
1.01 (1.0023, 

1.0161)** 

Percent Asian patients   1.00 (0.99, 1.00) 
Notes: *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001; All values rounded to the nearest hundredths place unless rounded value 
was 1.00; Model 1 controls for total breast cancer cases at treatment hospital and proportion of total cancer 
cases at treatment hospital that are breast cancer-related; Model 2 includes Model 1 and introduces age, stage 
at diagnosis, grade at diagnosis, breast cancer subtype, race, insurance type, and distance traveled to hospital; 
Model 3 includes Model 2 and introduces hospital level characteristics (percentage of Medicaid patients seen 
at hospital and percentage of uninsured patients seen at hospital, percentage of Black patients seen at 
hospital, percentage of Hispanic patients seen at hospital, and percentage of Asian patients seen at hospital) 
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Table 1.5: Odds Ratios (95% Confidence Intervals) from Multilevel Logistics Regression 
Examining the Relationship between Designated Specialty Hospital & Care Site Continuity 
Exposure and Guideline-Concordant Breast Cancer Care 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

 OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) 

Specialty & Continuity (reference)    

Specialty & Discontinuity 
1.20 (1.12, 
1.28)*** 

1.16 (1.09, 
1.25)*** 

1.16 (1.09, 
1.24)*** 

Non-Specialty & Continuity 1.03 (0.91, 1.17) 1.04 (0.92, 1.18) 1.06 (0.93, 1.20) 

Non-Specialty & Discontinuity 1.11 (0.95, 1.29) 1.10 (0.94, 1.28) 1.12 (0.95, 1.31) 

    

Breast Cancer Volume 
1.00 (1.0006, 
1.0012)*** 

1.00 (1.0004, 
1.0010)*** 

1.00 (1.0003, 
1.0010)*** 

Breast Cancer Focus 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.99 (0.98, 1.00)* 
0.99 (0.98, 

1.00)** 

    

Age (years)  
0.99 (0.97, 
0.98)*** 

0.98 (0.97, 
0.98)*** 

    

Stage    

Stage I (reference)    

Stage II  
0.48 (0.46, 
0.50)*** 

0.48 (0.46, 
0.50)*** 

Stage III  
0.35 (0.32, 
0.38)*** 

0.35 (0.32, 
0.38)*** 

    

Grade    

Grade I (reference)    

Grade II  1.06 (1.0, 1.12)* 1.06 (1.00, 1.12)* 

Grade III & IV  0.99 (0.92, 1.05) 0.99 (0.92, 1.06) 

Grade Unknown  
0.69 (0.60, 
0.79)*** 

0.69 (0.60, 
0.79)*** 

    

Subtype    

Luminal A - HR+/HER2- (reference)    

Luminal B (HR+/HER+)  
0.83 (0.78, 
0.90)*** 

0.83 (0.77, 
0.90)*** 

Triple Negative  
2.93 (2.67, 
3.22)*** 

2.93 (2.67, 
3.22)*** 

HR-/HER2+  
2.69 (2.35, 
3.08)*** 

2.69 (2.35, 
3.08)*** 
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Unknown  
0.66 (0.61, 
0.72)*** 

0.66 (0.61, 
0.72)*** 

    

Race    

NH White    

Black  
0.89 (0.81, 

0.97)** 0.90 (0.81,  0.98)* 

Hispanic  0.96 (0.90, 1.02) 0.97 (0.91, 1.03) 

Asian  
1.11 (1.04, 

1.19)** 
1.12 (1.05, 
1.20)*** 

Unknown  0.79 (0.65, 0.97)* 0.79 (0.65, 0.97)* 

    

Insurance Type    

Private Insurance (reference)    

No Insurance  
0.65 (0.51, 
0.82)*** 

0.65 (0.51, 
0.83)*** 

Medicare  0.98 (0.92, 1.04) 0.98 (0.92, 1.04) 

Medicaid  
0.89 (0.83, 
0.95)*** 

0.90 (0.84, 
0.96)** 

Unknown  
2.98 (2.35, 
3.78)*** 

2.97 (2.34, 
3.77)*** 

    

Distance (miles)  
1.00 (1.0008, 
1.0033)*** 

1.00 (1.0008, 
1.0033)*** 

    

Hospital Characteristics    

Percent Medicaid Patients   1.00 (0.99, 1.01) 

Percent Uninsured Patients   1.01 (0.98, 1.04) 

Percent Black patients   0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 

Percent Hispanic patients   0.99 (0.99, 1.00)* 

Percent Asian patients   1.00 (0.99, 1.00) 
Notes: *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001; All values rounded to the nearest hundredths place unless rounded value 
was 1.00; Model 1 controls for total breast cancer cases at treatment hospital and proportion of total cancer 
cases at treatment hospital that are breast cancer-related; Model 2 includes Model 1 and introduces age, stage 
at diagnosis, grade at diagnosis, breast cancer subtype, race, insurance type, and distance traveled to hospital; 
Model 3 includes Model 2 and introduces hospital level characteristics (percentage of Medicaid patients seen 
at hospital and percentage of uninsured patients seen at hospital, percentage of Black patients seen at 
hospital, percentage of Hispanic patients seen at hospital, and percentage of Asian patients seen at hospital) 
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PAPER 2 

Variation in Timely Treatment and Guideline-Concordant Breast Cancer Care among 
Asian Populations  

 

ABSTRACT 
Background: Notable breast cancer treatment differences by race/ethnicity have been 
established, but differences in quality of breast cancer care among Asian American ethnic 
groups remain underexplored. Understanding differences in care among the heterogeneous 
Asian American population may aid in the design of targeted quality improvement 
interventions. 
 
Methods: We analyzed California Cancer Registry data to compare breast cancer quality of 
care differences between Asian women (aggregate) and non-Hispanic White women, as 
well as Asian American ethnic groups and non-Hispanic White women, using hierarchical 
regression and logistic regression models. Quality of care measures included time to care, 
treatment delays of 90 days or greater, and concordance with breast cancer treatment 
guidelines.  
 
Results: At the aggregate level, relative to White women Asian ethnicity was not 
significantly different with respect to time to care in fully adjusted analyses, whereas in the 
fully adjusted disaggregated model, Chinese women experienced significantly shorter time 
to care (β = -2.78, 95% CI: -4.49, -1.07) than White women, while Filipina women 
experienced significantly longer time to care (β = 2.03, 95% CI: 0.62, 3.44). Asian women in 
aggregate experienced significantly higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant breast 
cancer care (OR = 1.12, 95% CI: 1.03, 1.20) than White women. However, when 
disaggregated, only Filipina women experienced significantly higher odds of receiving 
guideline-concordant breast cancer care (OR = 1.17, 95% CI: 1.04, 1.31) than White women 
in the fully adjusted analyses. Both Asian women in aggregate and all Asian ethnic groups 
were not significantly different from White women in having breast cancer treatment 
delays of 90 days or greater.  
 
Conclusions: There are significant variations in the receipt of guideline-concordant breast 
cancer treatment and care delays among Asian American ethnic groups. While Filipina 
women were more likely to receive guideline-concordant breast cancer compared to non-
Hispanic White women, they also experienced longer time to care. Chinese women 
experienced shorter time to care than non-Hispanic White women, and were just as likely 
to receive guideline-concordant treatment.  
 
Impact: Disaggregating Asian ethnic groups highlights quality of care differences that are 
often masked when examining this population in aggregate. Further research is needed to 
understand the role of cultural factors and language in driving treatment care outcomes. 
Care provider teams should be aware of higher delays in care among Filipina women with 
breast cancer. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
In 2001, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) highlighted the importance of timeliness of care 
and the adherence to evidence-based guidelines for the provision of patient-centered care 
25. Despite the availability of evidence-based guidelines for breast cancer treatment, there 
continues to be wide variation in adherence to evidence-based treatment guidelines in 
breast cancer care 31.  As a result, a significant proportion of breast cancer patients 
continue to experience poor survival rates attributable to treatment delays and poor 
clinician adherence to evidence-based breast cancer treatment 26,71,82. Timely breast cancer 
treatment has been linked to greater survival 26–29. Waiting as long as 90 days or more to 
receive treatment after a breast cancer diagnosis reduces a woman’s 5-year survival by 
12% 30.  
 
Asians are one the fastest growing minority groups in the United States, with projections 
estimating a 143.1% increase by 2060 83. Breast cancer is the most common cancer among 
Asian women in the U.S. and the second leading cause of cancer-related death in this 
population 84. While Asian women overall have historically not been considered to be at 
high risk for breast cancer when compared to other racial groups, recent studies have 
shown increasing breast cancer incidence rates among certain Asian ethnic groups 6,85,86.  
Moreover, recent studies that have examined Asian ethnic groups have found that some 
groups are at higher risk for certain breast cancer subtypes compared to White women 
87,88. Recognizing the considerable heterogeneity across Asian ethnicities, researchers and 
practitioners advocate for the need to examine specific ethnic groups using disaggregated 
data 89–91 to understand heterogeneity in patient care and outcomes across populations 
with different socioeconomic and cultural profiles.   
 
Notable treatment differences have been established among other racial and ethnic 
minorities in breast cancer 5,92–94, but differences in quality of breast cancer care among 
Asian groups remain underexplored. Recent evidence comparing guideline-concordant 
breast cancer care using disaggregated ethnicity data within one large health system 
(Kaiser Permanente) found lower levels of initiation of adjuvant hormonal therapy among 
Chinese women compared to non-Hispanic White women 95.  No research has examined 
differences in quality of breast cancer care among Asian groups across diverse health care 
settings. 
 
This study expands on existing breast cancer disparities research among Asian ethnic 
groups by focusing on the treatment stage of the cancer care continuum.  We examined 
differences in the quality of breast cancer care, specifically timeliness and guideline-
concordance, pillars of patient-centered care as outlined by the Institute of Medicine. We 
conducted this research using population-based cancer data from, in the state of California, 
home to the largest Asian population in the U.S. 96.  
 
METHODS 
 
Data Source –  
This cross-sectional study utilized clinical and administrative data from the California 
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Cancer Registry (CCR), a program of the California Department of Public Health's Chronic 
Disease Surveillance and Research Branch (California Cancer Registry, 2017). The CCR is 
the state’s population-based cancer surveillance system and contains detailed information 
on cases diagnosed from 1988 onward. California Health and Safety Code, Section 103885, 
mandates that any health care facility and/or provider who has treated or diagnosed a 
cancer patient in the state of California must report the case to the Registry 49. CCR is a 
census of diagnostic, treatment, and demographic information and the data structure is 
multilevel, such that each report is nested within a cancer case, which in turn are nested 
within individuals (i.e., individuals can have multiple tumors over a lifetime) 50. The 
registries within the CCR are also a part of the National Cancer Institute Surveillance, 
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program. The data for this analysis included a 
consolidated dataset at the patient/tumor level, which were nested within hospitals.  
 
Study Population –  
The study population included women ages 20 years and older in California who have been 
diagnosed with a first invasive primary breast cancer between 2011-2014 (n=81,046). The 
sample had three inclusion criteria. First, due to more complex and unique treatment plans 
for women with Stage IV breast cancer (n=4,085), we limited the sample to those who had 
Stage I, III, or III breast cancer. Second, because the analysis is focused on treatment, we 
further refined our sample by including women whose hospital on record was where all or 
some of their treatment was administered. The Commission on Cancer “class of case” 
definitions were used to make this distinction 50,51. Third, we only included Asian or non-
Hispanic White women in our study sample. Women who were “Asian Not Otherwise 
Specified” or who were from smaller ethnic groups excluded from the analysis due to small 
sample size.  These criteria resulted in a subsample of 52,483 women across 419 hospitals 
in California. Of this sample, 9,124 women across 300 hospitals identified as being Asian. 
We then excluded women who did not meet specific eligibility criteria for constructing our 
outcome variables, leaving a full analytic sample of 40,778 women across 325 hospitals. 
Our final analytic sample included 7,237 Asian women and 33,541 non-Hispanic White 
women. From the analytic sample, 38,825 women across 323 hospitals were eligible for the 
timeliness analysis, and 35,808 women across 322 hospitals were eligible for the guideline-
concordance analysis.  
 
Measures  
 
Dependent Variables – 
Quality of breast cancer care was assessed using two outcome measures: 1) timeliness of 
breast cancer treatment and 2) guideline concordant treatment. 
 
Timeliness of breast cancer treatment was assessed in two different ways: time to care and 
treatment delay. Time to care is a continuous variable defined as the difference in days 
between the time of breast cancer diagnosis and the start of initial treatment. Time to care 
has been similarly operationalized in other studies that have examined delays to treatment 
in breast cancer and other cancers 52–54. Furthermore, examining this outcome on the order 
of days may be more meaningful for the design of population-based interventions rather 
than individual clinical decisions. Treatment delay is a binary outcome that was constructed 
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using 90 days or greater as the cutoff value for a patient experiencing a treatment delay. 
Studies have shown that breast cancer treatment delays of 3 months or more from the time 
of diagnosis can result in a 12% decrease in overall survival 30. 
 
Guideline Concordant Treatment was defined as a dichotomous variable that indicated 
whether or not the individual received breast cancer treatment based on evidence-based 
guidelines. Guidelines were based on the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Clinical 
Practice Guidelines in Oncology 55 and the American Society of Clinical Oncology Quality 
Oncology Practice Initiative 56,57. Following other research 5, patients were grouped into 
two specific subsets based on their individual age and tumor characteristics. The 
characteristics of these subsets were used to determine appropriate treatment options 
based on existing guidelines. Subset 1 included patients who had a stage I-III breast cancer 
diagnosis, had a tumor size less than or equal to 5 cm, did not have a diagnosis of Paget 
disease or inflammatory carcinoma, were diagnosed by mammography only, had a 
confirmed pathology, and did not have a diagnosis of bilateral tumors or a second primary 
breast tumor within 60 days. Guideline-concordant treatment for this subset was 
considered to be lumpectomy with full-course of radiation, mastectomy with radiation if 
known lymph node involvement, or mastectomy with or without radiation if no known 
lymph node involvement. Subset 2 included patients who had a stage I-III breast cancer 
diagnosis, were less than 70 years old, had an estrogen receptor negative or progesterone 
receptor negative tumor, and had a tumor size greater than or equal to 1 cm 58. Guideline-
concordant treatment for this subset was the receipt of chemotherapy. Patients were 
classified as having received guideline concordant care treatment if the treatment fully 
adhered to the relevant guidelines. 
 
Main Independent Variables – 
 
Race/Ethnicity were based on information provided to the CCR when a facility has 
submitted a case report. Demographic information, including race and ethnicity, is included 
as part of the case report and is obtained from the patient’s medical record 51. In the cases 
of multiple races abstracted from medical records and recorded in the CCR, the first racial 
minority group listed was used to categorize patients. Racial/ethnic categories include non-
Hispanic White, Chinese, Japanese, Filipina, Korean, South Asian, and Vietnamese. Previous 
studies that have compared race and ethnicity data from a regional subset of the CCR with 
self-reported race and ethnicity data have found that misclassification was low to moderate 
for Asians 97.    
 
Covariates – 
 
Individual Characteristics: 
 
We controlled for individual-level characteristics that are potentially associated with 
race/ethnicity and breast cancer treatment. Age at time of diagnosis and initial treatment is 
a continuous variable. Stage of diagnosis indicated the amount of cancer that is in the body 
at the time of diagnosis. The staging is determined by guidelines set forth by the American 
Joint Committee on Cancer 63. More effective treatment options are available for women 
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who are diagnosed at earlier stages. Grade at diagnosis involved identifying the extent of 
cell differentiation at the time of diagnosis. Histological grade in breast cancer has been 
shown to indicate useful prognostic information regarding survival 64.  Breast cancer 
subtype reflects the patient’s specific molecular type of breast cancer, which often dictates 
targeted treatment plans 65,66. Subtype categories include Luminal A, Luminal B, tripe 
negative, HER2, unknown.  
 
Socioeconomic status (SES) characteristics were included through woman’s insurance 
status and neighborhood SES. Insurance status is based on the patient’s payer sources at the 
time of diagnosis and treatment, while neighborhood SES included a composite SES 
measure that is based on the individual’s census block group of residence at the time of 
diagnosis (Yang et al. 2014). Distance was the measure of the distance in miles from the 
patient’s residence to the hospital facility where they received treatment. The greater circle 
distance method was used to calculate the distance in miles from the individual’s residence 
to the individual’s reporting hospital based on the latitude and longitude of each of these 
points. This variable served as a proxy for travel effort required to obtain treatment. Prior 
research suggests that travel effort may be a barrier to treatment due to the inconvenience 
67. 
 
Treatment Hospital Specialization was a binary indicator of whether or not a woman 
received care at a specialty cancer center. Specialty was defined as an institution 
possessing designation(s) from one or more of the following organizations: National 
Cancer Institute (NCI), National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), and Commission 
on Cancer (CoC).  
 
Care Site Continuity was also added as a covariate in the analyses. This variable indicated 
whether or not the individual received continuous care between the diagnosis and 
treatment stages of the cancer care continuum. The lack of continuous care can lead to 
limited information sharing, increased stress on the patients who must navigate 
organizational boundaries, poorer patient-provider relationships, and presents challenges 
of providing patient-centered care 42–46, all of which may ultimately impact quality of breast 
cancer care.  
 
Treatment Hospital Characteristics:  
We also controlled for potential hospital-level confounders of the Asian ethnicity and 
outcomes relationship. Treatment hospital characteristics were derived from the CCR. In 
the existing literature, hospital volume has served as a proxy for hospital expertise in 
breast cancer care 33,62. Using the full CCR data, treatment hospital breast cancer volume 
was measured by adding the total number of breast cancer-specific cases that were treated 
at each hospital over the period of interest (2011-2014). Similarly, treatment hospital 
breast cancer focus was measured by calculating the percentage of breast cancer cases out 
of all cancer cases seen at that facility over the period of interest (2011-2014). In addition, 
hospitals that serve a higher proportion of minority patients have been shown to have 
higher rates of mortality and poorer quality than non-minority-serving hospitals 68,69. To 
control for this, the percentage of Asian cancer patients that a hospital treats was 
calculated using the full CCR data as a percentage of the total cancer patient population 
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over the period of interest. Likewise, hospitals that serve a higher proportion of lower 
socioeconomic status patients are also faced with challenges in providing high quality 
breast cancer care 70. The percentage of total cancer patient populations with Medicaid and 
that were uninsured were also calculated using the full CCR data and included as 
covariates.  
 
Analytic Approach –  
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and chi-squared tests were used to compare patient and 
hospital characteristics across Asian ethnic groups and non-Hispanic White women. 
Because the data are hierarchical, multilevel mixed models were used for all regression 
analyses. In order to assess how the inclusion of covariates impact the main independent 
variables, three nested regression models were sequentially built. Each set of models were 
examined two times, once using an overall Asian aggregated group and then using the 
disaggregated Asian ethnic groups (compared to non-Hispanic Whites). Model 1 examined 
the unadjusted relationship between Asian and Asian ethnic groups and each outcome. 
Model 2 added woman’s age at diagnosis, clinical factors (breast cancer stage, grade, and 
subtype) and woman’s socioeconomic characteristics (neighborhood SES level, distance 
traveled to hospital, and insurance type). Model 3 further controlled for care site continuity 
and hospital level characteristics, which included hospital specialty status, hospital breast 
cancer volume, hospital breast cancer focus, the percentage of Medicaid cancer patients 
treated at hospital, the percentage of uninsured cancer patients treated at the model, and 
the percentage of Asian cancer patients treated at the hospital.  
 
RESULTS 
 
All individual and treatment hospital characteristics varied significantly between Asian 
ethnic groups and non-Hispanic White women (Table 1 & 2). With the exception of 
Japanese women, women from all other ethnic groups were younger than non-Hispanic 
White women (p <0.001). With the exception of Japanese women, more women from Asian 
ethnic groups were Medicaid patients compared to non-Hispanic White women (p<0.001).  
In addition, compared to non-Hispanic White women, more Japanese, Korean, and 
Vietnamese women received treatment at a specialty hospital (p <0.001). Finally, all Asian 
ethnic groups received treatment at hospitals that served more overall Asian cancer 
patients (p<0.001) compared to hospitals where non-Hispanic White women received 
treatment.  
 
Table 3 presents the results of the multilevel linear regression analysis of time to breast 
cancer care. In all three models with the aggregated ethnicity, being Asian was not 
significantly associated with time to care. In the models with Asian ethnicities 
disaggregated, Chinese women experienced significantly shorter time to care in the 
unadjusted analysis (Model 1: β = -2.37, 95% CI: -4.07, -0.66), after controlling for clinical 
and socioeconomic factors (Model 2: β = -2.74, 95% CI: -4.45, -1.03), and in the fully 
adjusted model (Model 3: β = -2.78, 95% CI: -4.49, -1.07) than White women. Filipina 
women experienced significantly longer time to care in the unadjusted analysis (Model 1: β 
= 2.80, 95% CI: 1.39, 4.21), after controlling for clinical and socioeconomic factors (Model 
2: β = 2.01, 95% CI: 0.59, 3.42), and in the fully adjusted model (Model 3: β = 2.03, 95% CI: 
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0.62, 3.44) than White women. Vietnamese women also experienced significantly longer 
time to care in the unadjusted analysis (Model 1: β = 3.56, 95% CI: 0.84, 6.28), but this 
relationship was attenuated after adjusting clinical, socioeconomic and hospital level 
factors. Japanese, Korean, and South Asian ethnicity were not associated with time to 
breast cancer care in all three models.   
 
Table 4 presents the results of the multilevel logistic regression analysis of breast cancer 
treatment delays of 90 days or greater. In the unadjusted model with the aggregated 
ethnicity measure, Asian women had significantly higher odds of experiencing treatment 
delays compared to White women (Model 1: OR = 1.18, 95% CI: 1.04, 1.34). After adjusting 
for clinical, socioeconomic and hospital-level factors, this relationship was no longer 
statistically significant. In the unadjusted model with disaggregated ethnicities, Filipina 
(Model 1: OR = 1.25, 95% CI: 1.04, 1.51), Korean (Model 1: OR = 1.25, 95% CI: 1.04, 1.51), 
South Asian (Model 1: OR = 1.25, 95% CI: 1.04, 1.51), and Vietnamese (Model 1: OR = 1.25, 
95% CI: 1.04, 1.51) women all had significantly higher odds of experiencing treatment 
delays compared to White. However, these findings were no longer significant after 
adjusting for clinical, socioeconomic and hospital-level factors in Models 2 and 3. In all 
models, Chinese and Japanese ethnicity was not significantly associated with breast cancer 
treatment delays.   
 
Table 5 presents the results of the multilevel logistic regression analysis of guideline-
concordant breast cancer treatment. Using the aggregated measure, Asian women 
experienced significantly higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant breast cancer care 
in the unadjusted analysis (Model 1: OR = 1.19, 95% CI: 1.11, 1.28), after controlling for 
clinical and socioeconomic factors (Model 2: OR = 1.11 95% CI: 1.03, 1.20), and in the fully 
adjusted model (Model 3: OR = 1.12, 95% CI: 1.03, 1.20) than White women. In the 
disaggregated model, Filipina women experienced significantly higher odds of receiving 
guideline-concordant breast cancer care in the unadjusted analysis (Model 1: OR = 1.19, 
95% CI: 1.07,1.33), after controlling for clinical and socioeconomic factors (Model 2: OR = 
1.16, 95% CI: 1.04, 1.30), and in the fully adjusted model (Model 3: OR = 1.17, 95% CI: 1.04, 
1.31) than White women. Chinese (Model 1: OR = 1.15, 95% CI: 1.01, 1.31), South Asian 
(Model 1: OR = 1.33, 95% CI: 1.07, 1.65), and Vietnamese (Model 1: OR = 1.23, 95% CI: 1.00, 
1.51) women all had significantly higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant breast 
cancer care compared to White women in the unadjusted model. However, these findings 
were no longer significant after adjusting for clinical, socioeconomic and hospital-level 
factors in Models 2 and 3. For Japanese and Korean women, there was no association with 
guideline-concordant breast cancer treatment in all three models.   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The provision of timely and guideline-concordant breast cancer care differs for Asian 
ethnic groups in California. The strength of this study is that we were able examine breast 
cancer quality of care differences among Asian ethnic groups, adding to the body of 
literature that emphasizes the need to disaggregate Asian data 89–91,98. By disaggregating 
the data, we found that Chinese women experience reduced time to care compared to non-
Hispanic White women, while Filipina women experienced greater time to care compared 
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to non-Hispanic White women. Asian women in aggregate did not have a significant 
association with time to care. Additionally, we found that Asian women in aggregate had 
significantly higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant breast cancer care. However, in 
the disaggregated models, Filipina women were the only ethnic group that had higher odds 
of receiving guideline-concordant breast cancer care. All other groups were not no 
different than White women with regards to guideline concordance. When examining 
treatment delays of 90 days or greater, there was no relationship between the aggregated 
Asian measure or any Asian ethnic group. 
 
Our analysis unearthed interesting findings for Filipina women. We found that even though 
Asian women in aggregate had a significant association with receiving guideline-
concordant care, only Filipina women had higher odds of receiving guideline-concordant 
care in the disaggregated analysis. Moreover, our study also found no significant 
association between Filipina women and breast cancer treatment delays of 90 days or 
greater, which has been shown in previous studies to be linked with poorer survival. The 
Filipino community is the second fastest growing Asian ethnic group in the U.S. and the 
majority of them reside in California 99. Moreover, age-adjusted breast cancer incidence 
rates for Filipina women in California have now surpassed those of non-Hispanic White 
women 85. Previous research examining breast cancer in this group have focused mainly on 
mortality, where Filipina women have the highest mortality rates among other Asian ethnic 
groups 100,101, and on identifying breast cancer subtypes for which Filipina women are at 
greatest risk 88,102,103. Recently, one study also found that Filipina women have longer time 
to follow up after an abnormal mammogram compared to non-Hispanic White women 104. 
Previous published interventions that have been implemented to reduce breast cancer 
mortality rate in this population have focused on the diagnosis stage of the cancer care 
continuum by increasing mammography screenings in order to avoid late stage diagnosis, 
which is linked with poorer survival 105. Given the high breast cancer mortality rate in this 
population, future research should examine the relationship between guideline-
concordance and survival in Filipina women.  
 
In addition, we found that many of the Asian ethnic groups were significantly associated 
with the three breast cancer quality of care outcomes in unadjusted analyses. However, 
once clinical, hospital-level, and socioeconomic factors were added into the models, the 
associations were no longer significant, suggesting that these factors may be contributing 
to breast cancer quality of care differences. Given the broad socioeconomic backgrounds of 
the Asian community, future research exploring the interaction between race/ethnicity and 
socioeconomic factors in Asian ethnic groups will help identify more targeted populations 
for quality improvement.   
 
Our study findings are not in line with other studies that have evaluated specific 
dimensions of guideline-concordance in breast cancer in Asian ethnic groups. For example, 
Li and colleagues found that Japanese, Filipina, Korean, and Vietnamese women with stage I 
or II breast cancer were 20% more likely to receive appropriate therapy 5. Our study found 
that only Filipina women had higher odds of receiving appropriate care. In addition, in a 
fully insured, equal access population, Chinese women were less likely to receive adjuvant 
hormonal therapy 95. Our study did not find similar results for Chinese women when 
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examining guideline-concordant breast cancer care. On the other hand, research regarding 
treatment delays in Asian ethnic groups is limited. However, one study that examined 
treatment delays in racial and ethnic minority women found that Asian breast cancer 
survivors reported the least treatment delays out of all minority groups 106. While Ashing-
Giwa and colleagues examined treatment delays among Asian women in aggregate, our 
study is the first to examine treatment delays in disaggregated Asian populations.  
 
Our study findings should be interpreted in light of certain limitations. Studies have found 
that acculturation and birthplace impact the types of breast cancer treatment that are 
provided to patients 107 and contribute to low breast cancer screenings 108,109, which 
impacts treatment and long-term survival. We did not have complete birthplace 
information for the women in our study population. In addition, previous studies that have 
examined treatment delays in breast cancer have identified income and education as 
significant socioeconomic factors related to treatment delays 110. The CCR does not contain 
information on income, education, or language abilities, which is a limitation of our study. 
Additionally, the CCR data was consolidated “tumor-level” data, and we did not have unique 
institutional records available to assess specific components of care. While we restricted 
our analyses to those patients whose reporting hospital was where some or all of treatment 
was administered, we acknowledge that this may not capture the full scope of the patients’ 
treatment plan. Owing to the lack of unique institutional records, we were not able to 
capture all information regarding breast cancer care and this may have led to 
misattribution of patients to hospitals in some cases. In addition, we also did not have data 
on patient comorbidities or patient treatment response that may have contraindicated 
treatment for one group more so than others. Also, race/ethnicity was based on the 
patients’ medical record submitted to the CCR and may not reflect how the patients 
personally identify. Lastly, we did not have provider level characteristics, such as race 
concordance and language proficiency, or hospital level characteristics, such as hospital 
size, ownership, teaching status, location, and whether or not the hospital is a member of a 
system or network. These factors may influence patterns of care and inform policies and 
intervention design to reduce disparities. We were not able to include these characteristics 
in our analysis. 
 
In conclusion, our study highlights the need to collect and analyze more detailed ethnicity 
data on breast cancer patients and to conduct disparities research utilizing disaggregated 
data, supporting existing literature on this topic 89,98,111. The Asian population is highly 
diverse and spans a wide spectrum in terms of their socioeconomic profiles, culture, 
education, immigration status, English language proficiency, diet, lifestyle factors, and use 
of health services 89,112,113, all of which can contribute to breast cancer disparities and risk 
factors. Conducting research on cancer disparities experienced by Asians using aggregated 
data may mask differences for ethnic groups, thereby hindering the delivery of tailored 
interventions targeted to vulnerable groups to improve outcomes. In order to gain a more 
accurate understanding of breast cancer quality of care differences that may be significant 
risk factors for survival in this population, researchers and quality improvement initiatives 
should harness ethnic group data. Targeted interventions that meet the needs of these 
groups are necessary in order to improve quality of breast cancer care.  
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Table 2.1: Clinical and Demographic Characteristics of Asian and Non-Hispanic White Breast Cancer Patients in California, 
2011-2014 

  NH White 
Asian 

(aggregate) 
Chinese Japanese Filipina Korean 

South 
Asian 

Vietnamese 

 N 33,541 7,237 1,945 696 2,631 538 688 739 
Age, Mean (St. 
Dev) 

62.49 
(13.17) 

57.85 
(13.02) 

57.49 
(13.30) 

62.79 
(15.32) 

58.68 
(12.11) 

55.87 
(11.91) 

55.87 
(13.38) 

54.51*** 
(11.84) 

Stage  
       

Stage I 
18,699 

(55.75%) 
3,656 

(50.52%) 
1,007 

(51.77%) 
422 

(60.63%) 
1,289 

(48.99%) 
245 

(45.54%) 
322 

(46.80%) 
371 *** 

(50.20%) 

Stage II 
11,314 

(33.73%) 
2,801 

(38.70%) 
728 

(37.43%) 
224 

(32.18%) 
1,035 

(39.34%) 
238 

(44.24%) 
281 

(40.84%) 
295 

(39.92%) 

Stage III 
3,528 

(10.52%) 
780 

(10.78%) 
210 

(10.80%) 50 (7.18%) 
307 

(11.67%) 
55 

(10.22%) 
85 

(12.35%) 73 (9.88%) 
   

       
Grade  

       

Grade I 
8,831 

(26.33%) 
1,452 

(20.06%) 
369 

(18.97%) 
178 

(25.57%) 
530 

(20.14%) 
91 

(16.91%) 
147 

(21.37%) 
137*** 

(18.54%) 

Grade II 
14,699 

(43.82%) 
3,106 

(42.92%) 
848 

(43.60%) 
292 

(41.95%) 
1,138 

(43.25%) 
232 

(43.12%) 
285 

(41.42%) 
311 

(42.08%) 

Grade III & IV 
9,011 

(26.87%) 
2,386 

(32.97%) 
637 

(32.75%) 
203 

(29.17%) 
872 

(33.14%) 
197 

(36.62%) 
223 

(32.41%) 
254 

(34.37%) 

Unknown 
1,000 

(2.98%) 
293 

(4.05%) 
91 

(94.68%) 23 (3.30%) 91 (3.46%) 18 (3.35%) 33 (4.80%) 37 (5.01%) 

   
       

Subtype  
       

Luminal A 
24,553 

(73.20%) 
4,831 

(66.75%) 
1,301 

(66.89%) 
515 

(73.99%) 
1,729 

(65.72%) 
351 

(65.24%) 
468 

(68.02%) 
467*** 

(63.19%) 

Luminal B 
2,947 

(8.79%) 
858 

(11.86%) 
222 

(11.41%) 49 (7.04%) 
371 

(14.10%) 
65 

(12.08%) 
76 

(11.05%) 
75 

(10.15%) 

Triple-Negative 
2,990 

(8.91%) 
592 

(8.18%) 
161  

(8.28%) 67 (9.63%) 
181 

(6.88%) 
54 

(10.04%) 68 (9.88%) 61 (8.25%) 
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HER2+ 
1,113 

(3.32%) 
445 

(6.15%) 
126 

(6.48%) 23 (3.30%) 
170 

(6.46%) 32 (5.95%) 30 (4.36%) 64 (8.66%) 

Unknown  
1,938 

(5.78%) 
511 

(7.06%) 
135 

(6.94%) 42 (6.03%) 
180 

(6.84%) 36 (6.69%) 46 (6.69%) 72 (9.74%) 
   

       
Insurance Type  

       

Private 
20,135 

(60.03%) 
4,597 

(63.52%) 
1,306 

(67.15%) 
454 

(65.23%) 
1,690 

(64.23%) 
280 

(52.04%) 
458 

(66.57%) 
409*** 

(55.35%) 

Medicare 
9,226 

(27.51%) 
951 

(13.14%) 
215 

(11.05%) 
185 

(26.58%) 
342 

(13.00%) 
69 

(12.83%) 
76 

(11.05%) 64 (8.66%) 
Medicaid/Publi

c Insurance 
3,428 

(10.22%) 
1,533 

(21.18%) 
387 

(19.90%) 47 (6.75%) 
549 

(20.87%) 
165 

(30.67%) 
133 

(19.33%) 
252 

(34.10%) 

Uninsured 
169 

(0.50%) 63 (0.87%) 16 (0.82%) 2 (0.29%) 22 (0.84%) 15 (2.79%) 4 (0.58%) 4 (0.54%) 

Unknown 
583 

(1.74%) 93 (1.29%) 21 (1.08%) 8 (1.15%) 28 (1.06%) 9 (1.67%) 17 (2.47%) 10 (1.35%) 

   
       

   
       

Distance 
Traveled 
(miles) 

11.73 
(21.57) 

9.00 
(15.28) 

8.73 
(15.67) 

8.58 
(21.95) 

9.07 
(13.04) 

10.92 
(21.34) 

9.57 
(14.06) 

7.92*** 
(7.89) 

   
       

Care Site 
Continuity 

25,465 
(75.92%) 

5,567 
(76.92%) 

1,417 
(72.85%) 

584 
(83.91%) 

2,160 
(82.10%) 

375 
(69.70%) 

543 
(78.92%) 

488*** 
(66.04%) 

   
       

Specialty 
Hospital  

20,124 
(60.00%) 

4,005 
(55.34%) 

1,054 
(54.19%) 

461 
(66.24%) 

1,315 
(49.98%) 

334 
(62.08%) 

360 
(52.33%) 

481*** 
(65.09%) 

Notes: Testing overall differences between seven Asian ethnic groups and non-Hispanic White women; results reported as 
percents unless otherwise noted; percents reflect column percents; *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 for overall differences across 
groups 
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Table 2.2: Treatment Hospital Characteristics of Asian and Non-Hispanic White Breast Cancer Patients in California, 2011-
2014 

HOSPITAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

NH White 
Asian 

(aggregate) 
Chinese Japanese Filipina Korean 

South 
Asian 

Vietnamese 

Breast Cancer 
Volume 

540.38 
(350.50) 

518.20 
(345.97) 

538.09 
(378.51) 

616.20 
(355.62) 

494.24 
(320.55) 

492.10 
(333.54) 

513.67 
(346.72) 

482.11*** 
(322.69) 

Breast Cancer Focus 
21.67 
(7.81) 

20.36 
(6.57) 

19.99 
(6.65) 

21.66 
(6.61) 

20.41 
(6.50) 

20.95 
(7.24) 

20.40 
(6.11) 

19.47*** 
(6.27) 

Percent Medicaid 
Cases 

14.40 
(13.35) 

19.64 
(20.38) 

19.30 
(18.89) 

12.69 
(12.46) 

18.95 
(21.32) 

27.65 
(24.66) 

17.49 
(19.29) 

25.77*** 
(20.95) 

Percent Uninsured 
Cases 

1.16 
(1.80) 1.41 (3.31) 1.04 (2.21) 0.93 (0.92) 1.59 (4.03) 

2.38 
(4.67) 1.43 (3.67) 

1.42*** 
(2.45) 

Percent Asian 
patients 

9.54 
(6.82) 

19.90 
(16.99) 

26.30 
(23.90) 

14.81 
(9.28) 

15.94 
(10.49) 

20.54 
(13.91) 

15.17 
(9.76) 

25.89*** 
(19.43) 

Notes: Testing overall differences between seven Asian ethnic groups; results reported as means with standard deviations 
in parentheses; Volume was measured as the total number of breast cancer-specific cases for each hospital during the study 
period and was calculated using CCR data. All other variables were measured as a percentage of the total cancer cases 
during the study period and were calculated using CCR data; *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001  
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Table 2.3: The Associations between Asian Ethnicity (Aggregated and Disaggregated) and 
Timeliness of Care (Continuous) 

 

Model 1 
Β (95% CI) 

Model 2 
Β (95% CI) 

Model 3 
Β (95% CI) 

Aggregated Analysis (reference = non-Hispanic White) 

Asian 0.51 (-0.44, 1.45) -0.08 (-1.03, 0.88) -0.11 (-1.07, 0.85) 

Disaggregated Analysis (reference = non-Hispanic White) 

Chinese 
-2.37(-4.07, -

0.66)*** 
-2.74 (-4.45, -

1.03)** 
-2.78 (-4.49, -

1.07)*** 

Japanese -2.44 (-5.02, 0.15) -2.06 (-4.64, 0.52) -1.88 (-4.45, 0.68) 

Filipina 2.80 (1.39, 4.21)*** 2.01 (0.59, 3.42)** 2.03 (0.62, 3.44)** 

Korean 0.04 (-3.09, 3.17) -0.57 (-3.70, 2.56) -1.12 (-4.23, 2.00) 

South Asian -0.43 (-3.04, 2.18) -0.82 (-3.44, 1.79) -0.80 (-3.40, 1.81) 

Vietnamese 3.56 (0.84, 6.28)** 2.09 (-0.64, 4.83) 1.88 (-0.85, 4.60) 
Notes: Reference group is non-Hispanic White women;  *p<0.05  **p<0.01  ***p<0.001; All values rounded to 
the nearest hundredths place; Model 1 shows the unadjusted analysis for race alone; Model 2 includes race 
and adjusts for age, stage, grade, subtype, patient’s insurance, distance from hospital, and neighborhood SES; 
Model 3 includes Model 2 + care site continuity and hospital level characteristics (hospital specialty status, 
breast cancer volume, breast cancer focus, percentage of Medicaid patients seen at hospital, percentage of 
uninsured patients seen at hospital, and percentage of Asian patients seen at hospital) 
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Table 2.4: Odds Ratios from Multilevel Logistics Regression Examining the Relationship 
between Asian Ethnicity (Aggregated and Disaggregated) and Timeliness of Care (<90 
days/>=90 days) 

 

Model 1 
OR (95% CI) 

Model 2 
OR (95% CI) 

Model 3 
OR (95% CI) 

Aggregated Analysis (reference = non-Hispanic White) 

Asian 1.18 (1.04, 1.34)** 1.08 (0.95, 1.23) 1.07 (0.93, 1.22) 

Disaggregated Analysis (reference = non-Hispanic White) 

Chinese 0.97 (0.75, 1.24) 0.91 (0.70, 1.17) 0.89 (0.69, 1.16) 

Japanese 0.70 (0.46, 1.06) 0.75 (0.50, 1.14) 0.77 (0.51, 1.17) 

Filipina 1.25 (1.04, 1.51)* 1.13 (0.93, 1.36) 1.12 (0.92, 1.35) 

Korean 1.47 (1.02, 2.11)* 1.29 (0.89, 1.86) 1.21 (0.84, 1.75) 

South Asian 1.48 (1.05, 2.09)* 1.35 (0.95, 1.91) 1.33 (0.94, 1.89) 

Vietnamese 1.54 (1.12, 2.10)** 1.28 (0.94, 1.75) 1.26 (0.92, 1.74) 
Notes: Reference group is non-Hispanic White women;  *p<0.05  **p<0.01  ***p<0.001; All values rounded to 
the nearest hundredths place; Model 1 shows the unadjusted analysis for race alone; Model 2 includes race 
and adjusts for age, stage, grade, subtype, patient’s insurance, distance from hospital, and neighborhood SES; 
Model 3 includes Model 2 + care site continuity and hospital level characteristics (hospital specialty status, 
breast cancer volume, breast cancer focus, percentage of Medicaid patients seen at hospital, percentage of 
uninsured patients seen at hospital, and percentage of Asian patients seen at hospital) 
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Table 2.5: Odds Ratios from Multilevel Logistics Regression Examining the Relationship 
between Asian Ethnicity (Aggregated and Disaggregated) and Guideline-Concordant Care 

 

Model 1 
OR (95% CI) 

Model 2 
OR (95% CI) 

Model 3 
OR (95% CI) 

Aggregated Analysis (reference = non-Hispanic White) 

Asian 1.19 (1.11, 1.28)*** 1.11 (1.03, 1.20)** 1.12 (1.03, 1.20)** 

Disaggregated Analysis (reference = non-Hispanic White) 

Chinese 1.15 (1.01, 1.31)* 1.06 (0.92, 1.21) 1.06 (0.92, 1.22) 

Japanese 1.17 (0.96, 1.42) 1.14 (0.93, 1.40) 1.14 (0.93, 1.40) 

Filipina 1.19 (1.07,1.33)** 1.16 (1.04, 1.30)** 1.17 (1.04, 1.31)** 

Korean 1.17 (0.93, 1.47) 1.00 (0.79, 1.26) 0.99 (0.79, 1.26) 

South Asian 1.33 (1.07, 1.65)** 1.21 (0.96, 1.51) 1.21 (0.97, 1.52) 

Vietnamese 1.23 (1.00, 1.51)* 1.02 (0.83, 1.26) 1.02 (0.82, 1.26) 
Notes: Reference group is non-Hispanic White women;  *p<0.05  **p<0.01  ***p<0.001; All values rounded to 
the nearest hundredths place; Model 1 shows the unadjusted analysis for race alone; Model 2 includes race 
and adjusts for age, stage, grade, subtype, patient’s insurance, distance from hospital, and neighborhood SES; 
Model 3 includes Model 2 + care site continuity and hospital level characteristics (hospital specialty status, 
breast cancer volume, breast cancer focus, percentage of Medicaid patients seen at hospital, percentage of 
uninsured patients seen at hospital, and percentage of Asian patients seen at hospital) 
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PAPER 3 

Hospital Effects on Racial and Ethnic Disparities in the Quality of Breast Cancer 
Treatment 

 

 
ABSTRACT 
Importance: The extent to which racial/ethnic disparities in breast cancer treatment are 
attributable to the hospitals in which minority patients receive care or due to differential 
treatment of minority groups remains unclear. 
 
Objective: To examine the relative contribution of within hospital and between hospital 
effects on racial/ethnic disparities on the quality of breast cancer treatment. 
 
Design, Setting, & Participants: Data from the California Cancer Registry for all breast 
cancer patients diagnosed with a first invasive primary breast cancer between 2011-2014 
(n=57,741 patients) were analyzed. Regression models with hospital fixed and random 
effects disentangled “within” and “between” hospital effects on timely and guideline 
concordant breast cancer treatment.  
 
Main Outcomes and Measures: Timeliness between diagnosis and treatment initiation, 
measured both as time to care in days (continuous measure) and as treatment delays 
(binary measure </>=90 days) and guideline concordance of breast cancer care based on 
NCCN and QOPI guidelines (binary measure).  
 
Results: Within-hospital effects contributed more to disparities in time to care (β = 4.91, 
p<0.001 vs. β = 3.39, p<0.001), treatment delays (β = 0.37, p<0.001 vs. β = 0.19, p<0.001), 
and guideline concordant treatment (β = -0.10, p<0.05 vs. β = -0.03, p<0.05) for Black 
patients than between-hospital effects. In contrast, between-hospital effects contributed 
more to disparities for time to care (β = 2.45, p<0.001 vs. β = 1.65, p<0.001), treatment 
delays (β = 0.16, p<0.001 vs. β = 0.13 p<0.01), and guideline concordant treatment (β = -
0.06, p<0.05) for Hispanic patients than within-hospital effects. Within-hospital effects 
contributed more to disparities in treatment delays (β = 0.15, p<0.01 vs. β = 0.07, p<0.01) 
and guideline concordant treatment (β = 0.11, p<0.01 vs. β = -0.02, p<0.05) for 
Asian/Pacific Islander patients than between-hospital effects. 
 
Conclusions and Relevance: Disparities in breast cancer treatment in California are 
attributable to both within and between hospital effects, and the effects differ for 
racial/ethnic groups.  Understanding sources of breast cancer treatment disparities may 
aid in the design and implementation of tailored and targeted quality improvement and 
patient engagement efforts to mitigate treatment disparities. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Despite the many advances in cancer research and technology, breast cancer remains the 
second leading cause of cancer-related death among women in the U.S 24 and many 
minorities continue to face a disproportionate burden of the disease. For breast cancer 
subtypes where early intervention and targeted therapies are available and effective, Black 
women continue to experience a higher risk of death compared to White women 12. 
Hispanic and Asian women are diagnosed at later stages of breast cancer than non-Hispanic 
White women 114.  
 
Despite the availability of evidence-based guidelines for breast cancer treatment, the 
provision of evidence-based breast cancer treatment is inconsistent 31 and some women 
experience long treatment delays. Black and Hispanic patients are more likely to 
experience delays of 90 days or more compared to non-Hispanic White patients 79,80 and 
less likely to receive guideline-concordant breast cancer care 5,114.  In the 2002 report, 
Unequal Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care, the Institute of 
Medicine (IOM) highlights the role of hospitals and health care systems on racial/ethnic 
disparities in health care quality 13. The contribution of hospitals to racial and ethnic 
disparities in breast cancer care, however, remains underexplored. 
 
Racial/ethnic disparities in breast cancer treatment may be attributable to the hospitals in 
which minority patients receive care or may be due to differential treatment of minority 
groups within the same hospitals as non-minorities.  Health disparities researchers have 
disentangled hospital and patient sources of disparities in quality of care using variance 
components analysis and advanced statistical methods 115–119.  Drawing from these 
methods, and to inform disparities due to hospital effects, we examine the extent to which 
racial/ethnic disparities in the quality and timeliness of breast cancer treatment are 
attributable to between-hospital effects or within-hospital effects. A within-hospital effect 
is the proportion of the disparity in breast cancer quality of care attributable to women 
receiving poorer care within the same hospitals as non-Hispanic Whites. A between-
hospital effect is the proportion of the disparities in breast cancer quality of care 
attributable to the concentration of minority women in hospitals with relatively low quality 
performance. To more effectively target interventions to reduce disparities in breast cancer 
treatment, we disentangle the between-hospital and within-hospital effects on 
racial/ethnic disparities in the timeliness and guideline concordance of breast cancer care.  
 
METHODS 
 
Data Source: 
This cross-sectional study utilized clinical and administrative data from the California 
Cancer Registry (CCR), a program of the California Department of Public Health's Chronic 
Disease Surveillance and Research Branch (California Cancer Registry, 2017). The CCR is 
the state’s population-based cancer surveillance system and contains detailed information 
on cases diagnosed from 1988 onward. California Health and Safety Code, Section 103885, 
mandates that any health care facility and/or provider who has treated or diagnosed a 
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cancer patient in the state of California must report the case to the Registry 49. CCR is a 
census of diagnostic, treatment, and demographic information and the data structure is 
multilevel, such that each report is nested within a cancer case, which in turn are nested 
within individuals (i.e., individuals can have multiple tumors over a lifetime) 50. The dataset 
is reported to the National Cancer Institute Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results 
(SEER) program.  
 
Study Population:  
The study population included female patients ages 20 years and older who have been 
diagnosed with a first invasive primary breast cancer between 2011-2014 in the state of 
California. Due to more complex and unique treatment plans for patients with Stage IV 
breast cancer (n=4,085), we limited the sample to those who had Stage I, II, or III breast 
cancer. Tumor level records for patients meeting these eligibility criteria were drawn from 
the California Cancer Registry. In addition, because the analysis is focused on treatment, we 
further refined our sample by including patients whose hospital on record was where all or 
some of their treatment was administered. The Commission on Cancer “class of case” 
definitions were used to make this distinction 50.  
 
Over the study time period (2011-2014), 81,046 patients with primary invasive breast 
tumors were reported to the CCR from 467 treatment centers. After limiting our sample to 
patients ages 20 years and older and patients who had Stage I, II, or III breast cancer, our 
total came down to 74,383 patients across 442 hospitals in California. We then eliminated 
patients who did not meet specific eligibility criteria used to construct our outcome 
variables, leaving a full analytic sample of 57,741 patients across 336 hospitals. This 
sample consists of non-Hispanic White patients (n = 33,541), Black patients (n= 3,824), 
Hispanic patients (n=12,114), and Asian/Pacific Islander (PI) patients (n=8,262). Patients 
whose race information was missing, unknown, or listed as “Other” were not included in 
the analytic sample. From the full sample, 54,913 patients across 332 hospitals were 
eligible for the timeliness analysis and 50,085 patients across 333 hospitals were eligible 
for the guideline-concordance analysis.  
 
Measures  
 
Dependent Variables: 
Quality of breast cancer care was assessed using two outcome measures: 1) timeliness of 
breast cancer treatment and 2) guideline-concordant breast cancer treatment. 
 
Timeliness of breast cancer treatment was assessed in two different ways: time to care and 
treatment delay. Time to care is a continuous variable defined as the difference in days 
between the time of breast cancer diagnosis and the start of initial treatment. These time 
points were provided by the CCR data. Time to care as the difference in the number of days 
has been similarly operationalized in other studies that have examined delays to treatment 
in breast cancer and other cancers 52–54. Furthermore, examining this outcome on the order 
of days may be more meaningful for the design of population-based interventions rather 
than individual clinical decisions. Treatment delay is a binary outcome that was constructed 
using 90 days or greater as the cutoff value for a patient experiencing a treatment delay. 
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Studies have shown that breast cancer treatment delays of 3 months or more from the time 
of diagnosis can result in a 12% decrease in overall survival 30. 
 
Guideline-Concordant Treatment was defined as a dichotomous variable that indicated 
whether or not the individual received breast cancer treatment based on evidence-based 
guidelines. Guidelines were based on the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Clinical 
Practice Guidelines in Oncology 55 and the American Society of Clinical Oncology Quality 
Oncology Practice Initiative 56,57. Following other research 5, patients were grouped into 
two specific subsets based on their individual age and tumor characteristics. The 
characteristics of these subsets were used to determine appropriate treatment options 
based on existing guidelines. Subset 1 included patients who had a stage I-III breast cancer 
diagnosis, had a tumor size less than or equal to 5 cm, did not have a diagnosis of Paget 
disease or inflammatory carcinoma, were diagnosed by mammography only, had a 
confirmed pathology, and did not have a diagnosis of bilateral tumors or a second primary 
breast tumor within 60 days. Guideline-concordant treatment for this subset was 
considered to be lumpectomy with full-course of radiation, mastectomy with radiation if 
known lymph node involvement, or mastectomy with or without radiation if no known 
lymph node involvement. Subset 2 included patients who had a stage I-III breast cancer 
diagnosis, were less than 70 years old, had an estrogen receptor negative or progesterone 
receptor negative tumor, and had a tumor size greater than or equal to 1 cm 58. Guideline-
concordant treatment for this subset was the receipt of chemotherapy. Patients were 
classified as having received guideline concordant care treatment if the treatment fully 
adhered to the relevant guidelines. 
 
Main Independent Variables: 
 
Race/Ethnicity was based on information provided to the CCR when a clinician has 
submitted a case report. Demographic information, including race and Hispanic ethnicity, is 
included as part of the case report and is obtained from the patient’s medical record 51. In 
the cases of multiple races abstracted from medical records and recorded in the CCR, the 
first racial, minority, group listed was used to categorize patients. Racial/ethnic categories 
include non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic, and Asian/ PI patients. Previous 
studies that have compared race and ethnicity data from a regional subsets of the CCR with 
self-reported race and ethnicity data have found that misclassification was low for non-
Hispanic Whites, Blacks and Asians and moderate for Hispanics 97.    
 
Covariates: 
 
Individual Characteristics: 
 
We controlled for potential individual-level characteristics that are potentially associated 
with race/ethnicity and breast cancer treatment. Age at time of diagnosis and initial 
treatment is a continuous variable. Stage of diagnosis indicated the amount of cancer that is 
in the body at the time of diagnosis. The staging is determined by guidelines set forth by the 
American Joint Committee on Cancer 63. More effective treatment options are available for 
women who are diagnosed at earlier stages. Grade at diagnosis involved identifying the 
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extent of cell differentiation at the time of diagnosis. Histological grade in breast cancer has 
been shown to indicate useful prognostic information regarding survival 64.  Breast cancer 
subtype reflects the patient’s specific molecular type of breast cancer, which often dictates 
targeted treatment plans 65,66. Subtype categories include Luminal A, Luminal B, triple 
negative, HER2 positive, and unknown.  
 
Socioeconomic status (SES) characteristics were included through woman’s insurance 
status and neighborhood SES. Insurance status is based on the patient’s payer sources at the 
time of diagnosis and treatment, while neighborhood SES included a composite SES 
measure that is based on the individual’s census block information at the time of diagnosis 
(Yang et al. 2014). Distance was the measure of the distance in miles from the patient’s 
residence to the hospital facility where they received treatment. The greater circle distance 
method was used to calculate the distance in miles from the individual’s residence to the 
individual’s reporting hospital based on the latitude and longitude of each of these points. 
This variable served as a proxy for travel effort required to obtain treatment. Prior 
research suggests that travel effort may be a barrier to treatment due to the inconvenience 
67. 
 
Treatment Hospital Specialization was a binary indicator of whether or not a woman 
received care at a specialty cancer center. Specialty was defined as an institution 
possessing designation(s) from one or more of the following organizations: National 
Cancer Institute (NCI), National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), and Commission 
on Cancer (CoC).  
 
Care Site Discontinuity was also added as a covariate in the analyses. This variable indicated 
whether or not the individual received care at the same facility (i.e., continuous care) 
between the diagnosis and treatment stages of the cancer care continuum. Discontinuity of 
care site can lead to limited information sharing, increased stress on the patients who must 
navigate organizational boundaries, poorer patient-provider relationships, and presents 
challenges of providing patient-centered care 42–46, all of which may ultimately impact 
quality of breast cancer care.  
 
Statistical Approach:  
Patient characteristics were compared across all racial/ethnic minority groups and non-
Hispanic White patients. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) models and chi-squared tests were 
used to compare variables across racial/ethnic groups. Intraclass correlation coefficients 
(ICC) were calculated to examine the extent of patient clustering observed among each 
racial/ethnic group. Hospital site was used as the class variable for calculating the ICC. The 
ICC ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 is no clustering of racial/ethnic minority patients within 
hospitals and 1 is maximum clustering of racial/ethnic minority patients within hospitals.  
 
To disentangle within-hospital and between-hospital effects of racial disparities in the 
timeliness and guideline concordance of breast cancer care, we used a three-stage nested 
regression estimation approach for each outcome.  Non-Hispanic White patients were the 
reference group for all regression models. Covariates include patient age, stage at 
diagnosis, grade at diagnosis, breast cancer subtype, patient’s insurance type, 
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neighborhood SES, distance traveled by the patient to the treatment hospital, whether or 
not patient was treated at a designated specialty treatment hospital, and whether or not 
the patient experience care site discontinuity between diagnosis and treatment stages of 
care.  
 
Within-hospital and between-hospital effects were compared to assess their contribution 
to the overall observed disparities in breast cancer treatment.  Model 1 estimates the 
overall differences between racial/ethnic groups and non-Hispanic White patients using 
OLS regression for the continuous outcome and logit models for the binary outcomes.  
Coefficients from Model 1 represent overall differences in the outcome for each 
racial/ethnic group compared to non-Hispanic Whites. Model 2 estimates the within-
hospital differences for each racial/ethnic group relative to non-Hispanic White patients 
through a hospital fixed effects model for our timeliness outcome and a hospital random 
effects model for our guideline-concordance outcome. Random effects models were more 
appropriate when assessing hospital effects for guideline concordance because certain 
hospitals lacked within-hospital variation for guideline-concordance 120. Coefficients from 
Model 2 represent within-hospital differences. To obtain the between-hospital differences, 
coefficients from Model 2 were subtracted from the Model 1 coefficients. Beta coefficients 
for binary outcomes were calculated instead of odds ratios in order to capture the effect 
size of the disparity and to determine the relative within- vs. between-hospital 
components.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Patient characteristics and treatment hospital characteristics varied significantly by 
racial/ethnic group (Table 1 & Table 2).  Black, Hispanic, and Asian/PI patients were all 
diagnosed with breast cancer at younger ages than non-Hispanic White patients (p<0.001) 
and were diagnosed at more advanced stages (Stage II and Stage III) than non-Hispanic 
White patients (p<0.001).  Proportionally more Black and Hispanic patients were 
diagnosed with triple negative breast cancer than non-Hispanic White patients (p<0.001). 
Proportionally more Black, Hispanic, and Asian/PI patients had Medicaid insurance 
compared to non-Hispanic White patients (p<0.001) and traveled significantly shorter 
distances for their care than non-Hispanic White patients (p<0.001).  Black, Hispanic, and 
Asian/PI patients received treatment from hospitals with lower breast cancer volume and 
higher percentage of overall Medicaid cancer patients than non-Hispanic White patients 
(p<0.001). 
 
All racial/ethnic breast cancer cases were more concentrated in the same hospitals than 
one would expect by chance (Table 2). For example, non-Hispanic White (ICC = 0.18, 
p<0.001), Black (ICC = 0.10, p<0.001), Hispanic (ICC = 0.13, p<0.001), and Asian/PI (ICC = 
0.10, p<0.001) patients all tended to be concentrated in hospitals with patients of their 
race/ethnicity.  
 
Table 3 presents the overall, within-hospital, and between hospital effects on racial/ethnic 
differences in timeliness and guideline concordance of breast cancer care.  For Black 
patients, the within-hospital differences were greater than the between-hospital effects for 
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both timeliness and guideline concordance. The disparity between Black patients and non-
Hispanic White patients for timeliness was 8.31 days (p<0.001), where the within-hospital 
effects (4.91, p<0.001) were greater than the between-hospital effects (3.39, p<0.001).  
Similarly, the disparity between Black patients and non-Hispanic White patients for 
treatment delays 90 days or greater from the time of diagnosis was 0.56 (p<0.001) days, 
where the within-hospital effects (0.37, p<0.001) were greater than the between-hospital 
effects (0.19, p<0.001).  The disparity between Black patients and non-Hispanic White 
patients for guideline concordant treatment was -0.12 (p<0.01), where the within-hospital 
effects (-0.10, p<0.05) were greater and more negative than the between-hospital effects (-
0.02, p<0.01).   
 
In contrast, disparities for Hispanic patients were attributable to between-hospital 
differences more than within-hospital effects for both timeliness and guideline 
concordance. The disparity between Hispanic patients and non-Hispanic White patients for 
timeliness was 4.10 (p<0.001) days, with the between-hospital effects (2.45, p<0.001) 
being greater than the within-hospital effects (1.65, p<0.001).  Similarly, the disparity for 
treatment delays of 90 days or greater from the time of diagnosis for Hispanic patients 
compared to non-Hispanic White patients was 0.29 (p<0.001), with the between-hospital 
effects (0.16, p<0.001) being slightly greater than the within-hospital difference (0.13, 
p<0.01). The disparity between Hispanic patients and non-Hispanic White patients for 
guideline concordance was -0.09 (p<0.05), with the between-hospital effects (-0.06, 
p<0.001) being larger and more negative than the within-hospital effects, which were not 
statistically significant.  
 
Asian/PI patients had an overall disparity in timeliness (continuous) of 1.50 (p<0.01) days; 
however, both the within-hospital and between-hospital effects were not separately 
statistically significant. The disparity for treatment delays of 90 days or greater from the 
time of diagnosis for Asian/PI patients compared to non-Hispanic White patients was 0.22 
(p<0.001), with the within-hospital difference (0.15, p<0.01) being greater than the 
between-hospital effects (0.07, p<0.01). Finally, the overall difference in guideline 
concordant treatment between Asian/PI and non-Hispanic White patients was 0.09 
(p<0.01). The within-hospital effects (0.11, p<0.001) were large and positive, while the 
between-hospital effects were small and negative (-0.02, p<0.05). 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This study assessing the relative contribution of within-hospital and between-hospital 
effects on racial and ethnic disparities in the timeliness and guideline concordance of 
breast cancer care yielded several important findings. First, we found that in California, 
breast cancer patients tend to be concentrated in hospitals that treat patients from their 
racial and ethnic background. This is important because efforts to reduce racial and ethnic 
disparities in breast cancer quality may be able to target improvement efforts at hospitals 
caring for high proportions of specific racial/ethnic minority patient populations.  
 
Second, Black breast cancer patients had the widest disparities in the outcomes studied 
with the magnitude of the between and within hospital effects being greater than other 
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groups. A greater proportion of these disparities were attributable to within hospital vs. 
between hospital effects for all three outcomes. Within hospital effects represents 
differential treatment between minorities and non-Hispanic White patients within the 
same hospitals, suggesting the potential for systemic racism or bias in the healthcare 
setting 14,15,121. A number of recent studies suggest differences in quality are due to where 
patients receive care rather than institutional biases 16,116,122. Gaskin and colleagues found 
no difference in quality between minority (Black, Hispanic, and Asian) patients and White 
patients when both are admitted to the same hospital for the same procedure 123. This 
highlights the general notion in the literature that racial and ethnic differences are due to 
minority patients receiving care from lower quality hospitals and health care systems 124. 
In disentangling the source of disparities, however, we find that within-hospital differences 
exist for Black versus non-Hispanic White cancer patients. As a result, disparities are not 
entirely due to the receipt of breast cancer care from lower performing hospitals which 
may have poorly trained clinicians and/or fewer resources 125. Institutional racism and 
unconscious biases, as well as other unmeasured confounders, may be playing a role in the 
racial and ethnic quality of care differences observed in Black and Asian breast cancer 
patients. Future research is necessary to clarify the determinants of these disparities.  
 
Third, in contrast, Hispanic disparities were attributable to receiving treatment in lower 
performing hospitals.  Between-hospital effects contributed more to disparities observed 
between Hispanic and non-Hispanic White patients than within-hospital effects, indicating 
that Hispanic patients are more likely to receive breast cancer care from lower performing 
hospitals on timeliness and guideline concordance in breast cancer care than non-Hispanic 
White patients. These findings are consistent with studies that have demonstrated similar 
patterns of care for Hispanic patients in other types of health care 126, as well as growing 
evidence that minority patients are concentrated in lower quality hospitals 16,21,68,69,122. Jha 
et al. (2008) found that nearly all elderly Hispanic patients received hospital care in 
approximately 25% of American hospitals, which often scored lower on quality of care 
metrics and were understaffed. Our study is the first to demonstrate similar patterns of 
concentrated care for Hispanic breast cancer patients. This may be due to residential 
segregation in this population, which has been shown to be associated with a lower 
likelihood of receiving adequate breast cancer care 127.  Hispanic breast cancer patients 
may also be seeking care that offers a more culturally and linguistically appropriate 
environment. The low supply of Spanish-speaking physicians available for Medicaid 
patients may also be contributing to these patterns of care 128. In order to reduce 
disparities in timeliness and guideline concordance in breast cancer care, improvement 
programs should target low performing hospitals with higher concentrations of Hispanic 
patients.  
 
Fourth, within-hospital effects contributed more to the disparities in treatment delays and 
guideline concordance for Asian/PI patients compared to non-Hispanic White patients than 
between-hospital effects. Asian/PIs were more likely to receive guideline concordant care 
in the same hospitals compared to non-Hispanic White patients. This remains an area that 
needs further exploration and may elucidate additional strategies that could be leveraged 
to help alleviate disparities in breast cancer treatment for other racial and ethnic groups. 
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Lastly, while our findings suggest that Black patients experienced greater within-hospital 
effects than between-hospital across all three measures, the magnitude of the between-
hospital effects for Black patients was greater than that of Hispanic patients and Asian 
patients. This suggests that in order to appropriately address disparities in timeliness and 
guideline-concordance of breast cancer treatment in Black patients, quality improvement 
efforts must focus on both increasing racial cultural sensitivity and awareness and on 
improving the overall quality of lower performing hospitals where Black patients are 
concentrated.   
Previous studies that have examined hospital effects in breast cancer care have only 
accounted for clustering at the hospital level 125 or have predominantly focused on Black 
and White differences in mortality 17. Our study makes a unique contribution because it is 
the first to expand on this work in research on hospital effects in breast cancer to focus on 
quality of breast cancer treatment, to include Hispanic and Asian patients, and to include 
patients across multiple insurance types in a population-based setting. Other studies have 
relied on similar methodological techniques to assess physician effects on breast cancer 
quality of care among racial and ethnic minorities 129. Popescu and colleagues also found 
that within-physician effects account for most of the racial and ethnic disparities in 
guideline-recommended care for breast cancer. Taken together, these results suggest that 
hospital and physician levels may be contributing to differential breast cancer treatment 
experienced by racial and ethnic minorities. Targeted interventions that go beyond cultural 
sensitivity training and address larger organizational and institutional factors to address 
potential discriminatory behavior 130 may need to be implemented. These interventions 
leverage a structural approach that focuses on environmental and contextual factors that 
influence behavior rather than addressing individual characteristics of providers and staff 
131 and have been shown to be effective in reducing racial and ethnic disparities 130.  
 
The study results should be interpreted with some limitations. Previous studies that have 
examined treatment delays in breast cancer have identified income and education as 
significant socioeconomic factors related to treatment delays 110. While we did control for 
neighborhood-level SES, the CCR does not include information on individual income or 
education, which is a limitation of our study. In addition, we also did not have access to 
patients’ language preference data. Further, the CCR data were consolidated “tumor-level” 
data and we did not have unique institutional records available to assess specific 
components of care. While we restricted our analyses to those patients whose reporting 
hospital was where some or all of treatment was administered, we acknowledge that this 
may not capture the full scope of the patients’ treatment plan. Due to the lack of unique 
institutional records, we were not able to capture all information regarding breast cancer 
care and this may have led to misattribution of patients to hospitals in some cases. In 
addition, we also did not have data on patient comorbidities or patient treatment response 
what may have contraindicated treatment for one group more so than others. Also, 
race/ethnicity was based on the patients’ medical record submitted to the CCR and may not 
reflect how the patients personally identify. Lastly, we did not have hospital level 
characteristics, such as hospital size, ownership, teaching status, location, and whether or 
not the hospital is a member of a system or network. These factors may influence patterns 
of care and inform policies and intervention design to reduce disparities. We were not able 
to include these characteristics in our analysis.  
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In conclusion, racial and ethnic disparities in breast cancer quality of care are well studied, 
however, the relative contribution of hospitals and health care systems to these disparities 
is not understood. Our findings indicate that a “one size fits all” approach to combatting 
breast cancer treatment disparities will not work for all racial and ethnic groups or for all 
quality measures. Understanding the relative contribution of within hospital vs. between 
hospital sources of breast cancer treatment disparities may aid in the design and 
implementation of tailored and targeted quality improvement and patient engagement 
efforts to mitigate treatment disparities. 
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Table 3.1: Demographic and Clinical Characteristics for Breast Cancer Patients Diagnosed 
2011-2014 by Race/Ethnicity, California Cancer Registry  

 TOTAL NH White Black Hispanic Asian & PI 

 N = 57,741 N = 33,541 N = 3,824 N = 12,114 N = 8,262 

Time to Care, (SD) 
38.31 

(37.97) 
35.79 

(34.00) 
44.95 

(46.13) 
43.32 

(43.85) 
38.14*** 
(38.82) 

Treatment Delay 
3,116 

(5.67%) 
1,380 

(4.31%) 
320 

(8.68%) 
950 

(8.31%) 
466*** 

(6.01%) 
Guideline-
Concordance 

36,550 
(72.98%) 

21,653 
(73.34%) 

2,216 
(70.69%) 

7,284 
(70.84%) 

5,397*** 
(75.52%) 

      

Age, Years (SD) 
60.30 

(13.41) 
62.49 

(13.17) 
59.40 

(13.08) 
56.43 

(13.21) 
57.46*** 
(12.98) 

Stage      

Stage I 
29,985 

(51.93%) 
18,699 

(55.75%) 
1,697 

(44.38%) 
5,409 

(44.65%) 
4,180*** 
(50.59%) 

Stage II 
20,888 

(36.18%) 
11,314 

(33.73%) 
1,530 

(40.01%) 
4,870 

(40.20%) 
3,174 

(38.42%) 

Stage III 
6,868 

(11.89%) 
3,528 

(10.52%) 
597 

(15.61%) 
1,835 

(15.15%) 
908 

(10.99%) 
Grade      

Grade I 
13,480 

(23.35%) 
8,831 

(26.33%) 
673 

(17.60%) 
2,321 

(19.16%) 
1,655*** 
(20.03%) 

Grade II 
24,601 

(42.61%) 
14,699 

(43.82%) 
1,396 

(36.51%) 
4,954 

(40.89%) 
3,552 

(42.99%) 

Grade III & IV 
17,762 

(30.76%) 
9,011 

(26.87%) 
1,614 

(42.21%) 
4,419 

(36.48%) 
2,718 

(32.90%) 

Unknown 
1,898 

(3.29%) 
1,000 

(2.98%) 
141 

(3.69%) 
420 

(3.47%) 
337 

(4.08%) 
Subtype      

Luminal A 
40,304 

(69.80%) 
24,553 

(73.20%) 
2,297 

(60.07%) 
7,928 

(65.44%) 
5,526*** 
(66.88%) 

Luminal B 
5,595 

(9.69%) 
2,947 

(8.79%) 
357 

(9.34%) 
1,311 

(10.82%) 
980 

(11.86%) 

Triple-Negative 
5,817 

(10.07%) 
2,990 

(8.91%) 
737 

(19.27%) 
1,418 

(11.71%) 
672 

(8.13%) 

HER2+ 
2,394 

(4.15%) 
1,113 

(3.32%) 
164 

(4.29%) 
613 

(5.06%) 
504 

(6.10%) 

Unknown  
3,631 

(6.29%) 
1,938 

(5.78%) 
269 

(7.03%) 
844 

(6.97%) 
580 

(7.02%) 
Insurance Type      

Private 
33,855 

(58.63%) 
20,135 

(60.03%) 
2,166 

(56.64%) 
6,273 

(51.78%) 
5,281*** 
(63.92%) 
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Notes: NH White = Non-Hispanic White, PI = Pacific Islander; testing overall differences between 
racial/ethnic groups and NH White patients; results reported as counts with percents in 
parentheses unless otherwise noted; percents reflect column percents; *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001  
  
  

Medicare 
12,598 

(21.82%) 
9,226 

(27.51%) 
701 

(18.33%) 
1,612 

(13.31%) 
1,059 

(12.82%) 
Medicaid/Public 

Insurance 
9,945  

(17.22%) 
3,428 

(10.22%) 
851 

(22.25%) 
3,921 

(32.37%) 
1,745 

(21.12%) 

Uninsured 
442 

(0.77%) 
169 

(0.50%) 42 (1.10%) 
159 

(1.31%) 72 (0.87%) 

Unknown 
901 

(1.56%) 
583 

(1.74%) 64 (1.67%) 
149 

(1.23%) 
105 

(1.27%) 
 

     
Distance Traveled, 
Mean Miles, (SD) 

10.99 
(19.34) 

11.73 
(21.57) 

9.82 
(14.29) 

10.55 
(16.18) 

9.20*** 
(15.48) 

      
Treatment at 
Specialty Hospital 

32,830 
(56.86%) 

20,124 
(60.00%) 

1,690 
(44.19%) 

6,428 
(53.06%) 

4,588*** 
(55.53%) 

Care Site 
Discontinuity 

13,840 
(23.97%) 

8,076 
(24.08%) 

675 
(17.65%) 

3,144 
(25.95%) 

1,945*** 
(23.54%) 
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Table 3.2: Hospital Characteristics for Breast Cancer Patients Diagnosed 2011-2014 by 
Race/Ethnicity, California Cancer Registry  

 TOTAL NH White Black Hispanic Asian & PI 
Breast 
Cancer 
Volume 

517.64 
(340.86) 

540.38 
(350.50) 

513.87 
(323.05) 

453.50  
(305.66) 

521.14*** 
(346.16) 

Breast 
Cancer 
Focus 

21.22 (7.36) 21.67 (7.81) 20.57(6.03) 20.72 (6.73) 20.45*** 
(6.77) 

      
Percent 
Medicaid 
cases 

17.41 
(17.49) 

14.40 (13.35) 18.83 
(20.97) 

23.96 (21.85) 19.40***  
(20.19) 

Percent 
Uninsured 
cases 

1.52 (3.29) 1.16 (1.80) 2.06 (5.30) 2.39 (5.00) 1.42***  
(3.34) 

Percent 
Black 
patients 

6.61 (7.68) 5.24 (5.93) 15.57 
(13.72) 

7.22 (7.63) 7.10*** 
(7.20) 

Percent 
Hispanic 
patients 

19.73 
(13.52) 

16.20 (10.13) 21.72 
(13.46) 

28.98 (17.49) 19.59***  
(12.30) 

Percent 
Asian 
patients 

11.50 (9.94) 9.54(6.82) 12.26 (8.01) 11.48 (9.33) 19.11***  
(16.43) 

Notes: NH White = Non-Hispanic White, PI = Pacific Islander; testing overall differences between 
hospitals where racial/ethnic groups were treated and hospitals where NH White patients were 
treated; Volume was measured as the total number of breast cancer-specific cases for each hospital during 
the study period and was calculated using CCR data. All other variables were measured as a percentage of the 

total cancer cases during the study period and were calculated using CCR data; results reported as means 
with standard deviations in parentheses; *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001  
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Table 3.3: Clustering of Racial/Ethnic Groups within Hospitals 
Racial & 
Ethnic 
Group 

Hospital 
Mean 

Minimum Median Maximum ICC 
 

p-value 

NH White 121.98 0 54 1025 0.18 <0.001 
Black 13.38 0 4 212 0.10 <0.001 
Hispanic 43.15 0 18.5 343 0.13 <0.001 
Asian & PI 29.75 0 9 333 0.10 <0.001 

Notes: NH White = Non-Hispanic White, PI = Pacific Islander; The intraclass correlation coefficient 
(ICC) measures the extent of clustering on a scale of 0 (no clustering within hospitals) to 1 
(maximally clustered within hospitals) 
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Table 3.4: Overall, Within-Hospital, and Between-Hospital Effects on Racial/Ethnic 
Disparities in Patients' Timeliness and Guideline Concordance of Breast Cancer Care, 
Compared to Non-Hispanic White Patients 

 Overall Effects 
β (95% CI) 

Within Effects 
β (95% CI) 

Between Effects 
β (95% CI) 

Time to Care - Continuous 
Black 8.31*** (7.00, 9.61) 4.91*** (3.57, 6.25) 3.39*** (0.75, 6.04)  

Hispanic 4.10*** (3.23, 4.97) 1.65*** (0.76, 2.53) 2.45*** (0.70, 4.21) 
Asian & PI 1.50**  (0.56, 2.44) 0.48 (-0.49, 1.44) 1.02 (-0.88, 2.93) 

 
Treatment Delays - Binary (<90 days/>=90 days) 

Black 0.56*** (0.42, 0.69) 0.37*** (0.25, 0.54) 0.19*** (-0.12, 0.44) 
Hispanic 0.29*** (0.20, 0.39) 0.13** (0.06, 0.27) 0.16*** (-0.07, 0.33) 

Asian & PI 0.22*** (0.11, 0.34) 0.15** (0.05, 0.28) 0.07** (-0.17, 0.29) 
 

Guideline-Concordant Care - Binary 
Black -0.12** (-0.21, -0.04) -0.10* (-0.19, 0.0003) -0.03* (-0.21, 0.15) 

Hispanic -0.09** (-0.14, -0.03) -0.02 (-0.08, 0.04) -0.06*** (-0.18, 0.05) 
Asian & PI 0.09** (0.02, 0.15) 0.11** (0.04, 0.18) -0.02* (-0.16, 0.11) 

Notes: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001; PI = Pacific Islander; results account for patient’s age, stage at 
diagnosis, grade at diagnosis, breast cancer subtype, patient’s insurance, distance from hospital, 
neighborhood SES, whether or not patient was treated at a designated specialty treatment hospital, 
and whether or not patient experienced care site discontinuity 
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CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, this dissertation sought to contribute to the existing literature on breast 
cancer disparities by clarifying the mechanism of the health system contribution to breast 
cancer quality of care disparities and examining quality of care differences using 
disaggregated ethnic data. Findings from this dissertation will be able to provide critical 
information for the development of quality improvement efforts in cancer care delivery.    
 
Paper #1 examined the relationship between specialization and care site continuity on the 
timeliness and guideline-concordance of breast cancer care. Study findings suggest that 
regardless of hospital specialization status, care site discontinuity between diagnosis and 
treatment phases of care resulted in longer time to care and higher odds of experiencing 
treatment delays of 90 days or greater. Moreover, among patients who experienced care 
site continuity, our study found that patients who were treated at a non-specialty hospital 
with care site continuity between diagnosis and treatment phases of care had lower odds of 
experiencing treatment delays 90 days or greater compared to patients who were treated 
at designated specialty hospitals with care site continuity. Third, patients who were treated 
at designated specialty hospitals with care site discontinuity had a higher odds of receiving 
guideline-concordant breast cancer treatment than patients who were treated at 
designated specialty hospitals with care site continuity. Our study therefore suggests that 
while patients who experienced care site discontinuity and who were treated at designated 
specialty hospitals were more likely to experience breast cancer treatment delays, they 
were also more likely to receive guideline-concordant care.  
 
Paper #2 examined breast cancer quality of care differences among Asian women with 
breast cancer, conducting analysis using aggregated racial data and disaggregated Asian 
ethnic data. This paper found that the provision of timely and guideline-concordant breast 
cancer care differs for Asian ethnic groups in California. By disaggregating the data, Chinese 
women experience reduced time to care compared to non-Hispanic White women, while 
Filipina women experienced greater time to care compared to non-Hispanic White women. 
Asian women in aggregate did not have a significant association with time to care. 
Additionally, Asian women in aggregate were significantly associated with higher odds of 
receiving guideline-concordant breast cancer care. However, in the disaggregated models, 
Filipina women were the only ethnic group that also had higher odds of receiving 
guideline-concordant breast cancer care. All other groups were not statistically significant 
with guideline-concordance. There are significant variations in the receipt of guideline-
concordant treatment and care delays among Asian American ethnic groups. 
Disaggregating Asian ethnic groups highlights quality of care differences that are often 
masked when examining this population in aggregate.  
 
Paper #3 examined the relative contribution of within hospital and between hospital 
effects on racial/ethnic disparities on the quality of breast cancer treatment using 
multilevel statistical models. A within-hospital effect is the proportion of the disparity in 
breast cancer quality of care attributable to women receiving poorer care within the same 
hospitals as non-Hispanic Whites. A between-hospital effect is the proportion of the 
disparities in breast cancer quality of care attributable to the concentration of minority 
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women in hospitals with relatively low quality performance. Black breast cancer patients 
had the widest disparities in the outcomes studied with the magnitude of the between and 
within hospital effects being greater than other groups. A greater proportion of these 
disparities were attributable to within hospital vs. between hospital effects for all three 
outcomes. In contrast, between-hospital effects contributed more to disparities observed 
between Hispanic and non-Hispanic White patients than within-hospital effects, indicating 
that Hispanic patients are more likely to receive breast cancer care from lower performing 
hospitals on timeliness and guideline concordance in breast cancer care than non-Hispanic 
White patients. Moreover, within-hospital effects contributed more to the disparities in 
treatment delays and guideline concordance for Asian/PI patients compared to non-
Hispanic White patients than between-hospital effects. Understanding the sources of breast 
cancer treatment disparities will aid in the design and implementation of tailored and 
targeted quality improvement and patient engagement efforts to mitigate treatment 
disparities. 
 
Future Directions 
While this dissertation attempts to clarify important questions about breast cancer quality 
of care disparities and the role of the health system, it also highlights many areas that need 
to be further explored. First, understanding the role designated specialty centers play in 
the quality of breast cancer care is important. These designations are regarded as markers 
of high quality care and the American Cancer Society encourages newly diagnosed cancer 
patients to seek care from one of these institutions. It is important to understand how these 
institutions fare across all dimensions of quality. What types of patients are benefiting from 
this care? What are the implications to long-term survival after receiving care at a 
designated specialty center? What specific factors are contributing to higher odds of receipt 
of guideline-concordant breast cancer care at a designated specialty hospital? . 

 
Second, this dissertation added to the body of literature that emphasizes the need to collect 
and conduct research on disaggregated race/ethnicity data. This is an area that has been 
gaining momentum in the disparities literature, both for the Asian and Hispanic 
communities. The U.S. is becoming increasingly diverse and in order identify populations 
who might be at risk for certain cancers and who might be experiencing differential 
treatment or other barriers to care, it is important to collect accurate data to allow for this 
deeper level of analysis and surveillance. Further research is necessary to understand the 
role of cultural factors and language in driving treatment care outcomes.  

 
Lastly, it is clear the health system influences breast cancer quality of care disparities 
differently for various minority communities. What factors contribute toward the 
concentrated patterns of care seen in Hispanic and Black breast cancer patients? What are 
the barriers to receiving care from a high performing hospital? What are the factors within 
a hospital that are contributing to breast cancer treatment disparities? What factors at the 
patient-provider level that operate within the health system may be contributing to the 
disparities?  
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1 in 8 women in the U.S. will receive a breast cancer diagnosis during her lifetime. Given the 
advances made in breast cancer care over the years, women can increase their odds at 
survival with early detection and appropriate care. With increasing diversity of the 
American population, it is important to understand how certain groups are more at risk for 
breast cancer and differential treatment in order to maximize odds of survival for all 
women with breast cancer. Furthermore, future research and quality improvement efforts 
should recognize the multilevel nature of breast cancer care in order to reduce disparities. 
This dissertation is a meaningful step in both understanding how the health system 
contributes to breast cancer quality of care disparities and highlighting the need to conduct 
disparities research using disaggregated ethnic data. Together, these findings will help 
inform the design of targeted interventions that will reduce breast cancer treatment 
disparities and improve the quality of breast cancer care for women.  
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